Rasdale Stamp Company
Welcome to the First Session of the 443rd Public Auction
Please Note: Pre-Auction Bidding closes on February 21,2020 at 5:00 (CST). We encourage you to use our website to bid by using the
pre-auction bidding process. Then on Saturday February 22nd, and Sunday February 23rd you are welcome to participate in the “Rasdale
Live Auction” feature. “Rasdale Live Auction” is a dynamic element which you will be able to bid against the floor while the auction
is taking place. You, other Internet bidders, and floor bidders will be able to compete on a single platform to buy lots we are offering.
You can bid in either or both aspects of the auction. Please be sure to register early as last minute registration cannot be guaranteed. For
more information and a 10 minute tutorial on how to use these features, please contact Kim at 630.794.9900. In addition we also offer a
downloadable version of the auction as well.
Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, email and phone until 5:00pm (CST) on Friday, February 21, 2020.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live bidding takes place at 9:00am (CST) on Saturday, February 22, 2020 for Session One and Sunday,
February 23, 2020 for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website and updated until Friday, February 21, 2020.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows:
Saturday, February 15th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.; Monday-Friday, February 17-21 from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CDT) every day for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information on any lot, please contact our office no sooner than
February 10th but no later than February 19th and we will be pleased to assist you. There are over 8000 images on the website. Therefore
requests for additional scans of any lots are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery, 37 Chestnut Ave., Westmont, IL 60559
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Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
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Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected by
the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots together
into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest bid.
Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or resale of
the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the bidding and
reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith. “Buy” bids are
only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer who fails to accept
these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $500.00 are
respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers
of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale Stamp
Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their purchases.
Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot is knocked
down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in arrears. In the
event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to re-offer
the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared
in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method which provides a tracking number and requiring a signature
upon delivery. Domestic shipments will be made by certified mail, registered mail, Fed-Ex Ground or Fed-Ex Express. Buyers of large lots
without street addresses will be charged an additional $5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by priority mail (purchases up to $400), USPS Express Mail (purchases under $2,500) and/or Fed-Ex services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International
buyers are responsible for any customs or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or
costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court costs,
and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All parties agree
that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County, Illinois for any
suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all matters and not as a
venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in the State of Illinois.
The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on
file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be subject
to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extension.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction date,
then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally
cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider the purchase
final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request for additional
time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed closed and final
by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund from the Buyer or
Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition
and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to exceed
$50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the same
condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company within
21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains 10 or more
stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by the buyer or the
buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All disputed lots must
be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent
receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and
the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp Company.
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An impressive assortment of United States philatelic reference items from the library of a multi-generation Midwest stamp
company. Includes 13 binders, 35 softbound and 32 hardbound. A fine grouping looking to educate the next generation. Shipping
weight 145 lbs., by FEDEX GROUND ONLY, call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 500.00
The United States and General Foreign philatelic library from the Gator Estate. Encompassing a few dozen different items of both
hard bound and soft bound types. Very nice variety and condition. Perfect group for the non-Google fan.
S.B. 325.00
An old time philatelic library of over 50 items. Strong in “The United States Specialist” and a few older respected works.
S.B. 200.00
Four heavy cartons of literature from the estate of a noted flyspecker. Includes dozens of books, a small group of an atlas and old
maps, and a few out of print pamphlet style information packed pieces. Heavy. Examine.
S.B. 100.00
Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps, Vols. I-V, by R.W. White. Two volume set with slip cases. Inside
boarder show some animal wear but does not affect the pages. Very scarce item.
S.B. 100.00
A heavy carton of mainly philatelic literature along with a splash of numismatic literature for you reading pleasure. S.B. 100.00
Three cartons of literature from the estate in the Northwest Suburbs. Includes dozens of hard, soft cover books and pamphlets.
Extremely heavy. Needs inspection.
S.B. 50.00
Two cartons of literature containing around forty hard cover, soft cover spiral books and pamphlets. Includes Canada, Canal
Zone, Israel, street railway cancels from various US cities, United Nations, etc from a collector for had a passion for collecting these
areas. Knowledge is golden and this lot will expand that knowledge.
S.B. 50.00
Three heavy cartons of books, periodicals and loose leaf anthologies dealing with cancellations on stamps. The best one concerns
squared circle cancels from England and other countries.
S.B. 30.00
Seven very heavy cartons of literature consisting of six having American Heritage hard and soft cover monthlies from 1954 to
1986 (duplication) and one carton of American Philatelic Research Library magazines from 1991 to 2008. Roughly 350 pounds shipping
weight, call or email for a rate quote. Office Pick up Suggested.
S.B. 20.00
Four cartons of supplies from the Northwest suburban accumulator. Includes stockbooks, some mounts, useful philatelic tools etc.
Some appear to be have gently used. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 100.00
Two Microscopes. A heavy duty Unitron boom Stereo scope model# M8F and a Cenco “green” stereo culture scope. A little antiquated,
but still useful.. Very well taken care of needing just a good cleaning to bring them into serviceable shape. Heavy. OFFICE PICK UP
ONLY.
S.B. 100.00
Three cartons of supplies. All never been used. Includes stock books and pages, 102 cards and red boxes, plus a few other things
thrown in for a bonus.
S.B. 50.00
Four cartons of used and some new supplies from a dedicated collector’s desk. Includes an apparently new Lighthouse UV light,
some unopened Showgard mounts, approval cards, glassines and way too many used binders in varying condition. Must be useful to
somebody.
S.B. 50.00
Two cartons of very lightly used albums. Please bid as the funds will go to the APS as a donation.
S.B. 20.00

/ Five cartons full of all the leftover supplies and literature from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as
much packaging as we could leaving only the useable pieces. Includes: Hard cover reference and interest area books filling one carton.
The other four contain: unused stockbooks, albums, binders, mounts and supplies. As a bonus includes a handful of opera LP record
sets. A bit eclectic but all is useable and expensive to replace. What’s it worth in the wholesale market?
S.B. 300.00
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United States coin accumulation. Consists of $79.50 face 90% silver in dimes, quarters, halves, and $36.50 face 40% silver clad halves
in a wooden cigar box. Also includes thirty-two circulated Morgan, Peace silver dollars in brown envelopes and $47.00 face 90% silver
halves in brown envelopes. Likewise involves twenty proof, mint sets from 1973-82, nine blue Ikes 1971-74, eight proof, uncirculated
1982 Washington halves and roughly $10.00 face circulated Wheat cents.
S.B. 1800.00
Three United States five-dollar gold coins. Consists of an 1882 Liberty “slabbed” by NGC graded unc. details improperly cleaned.
Also, two 1999 George Washington Bicentennial commemorative uncirculated and proof coins in original mint box and COA.
S.B. 900.00
United States accumulation in a banker box. Consists of around fifty mainly mint and some proof sets from 1962/2002 having duplication. Also includes twelve Engelhard one ounce .999 silver rounds in original cello but having heavy carbon spotting and twenty-five
Canada 1967 silver proof sets in original RCM envelopes plus miscellany.
S.B. 700.00
United States coin assortment. Comprises roughly $62.00 face 90% silver dimes, quarters, halves and eleven circulated Morgan and
Peace dollars mainly in Whitman folders plus miscellany.
S.B. 700.00
United States “slab” assortment of fifty-seven NGC coins graded Ms65/67 from 1938 to 2005. Consists of nine Jefferson nickels
from 1938 to 1944, thirteen Mercury dimes, twenty Roosevelt dimes from 1947 to 1964, nine others from 1966 to 2003, five Silver
Eagles, and four commemorative silver dollars 2003-2005. Also includes some foreign tourist change and bankable US coins.
S.B. 300.00
Selection of United States and worldwide coins. Consists of three Morgan Silver dollars which appear to have be cleaned or polished,
1923 Monroe Doctrine. 1954 half dollar 1954 Booker T. Washington, 1982 George Washington commemorative halves, three 3 cent
nickels, one two cent pieces, and twenty-six brass Presidential medals. Also includes 1905 Philippines Peso, and two Mexico 1799,
1802 “shipwreck” eight reales,
S.B. 150.00
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Banker’s box about half filled having many different base metal medallions, tokens, wooden “coinage”, etc. sorting into plastic
baggies. A cornucopia of Americana. Worth checking out.
S.B. 30.00
Small German States silver coin selection 1684 to 1913. Entails a Prussia 1913 two marks ANA graded (cleaned), 1874 five marks,
six minor coins from various States, and a 1751 thaler which appears to be a fake.
S.B. 95.00
El Cazador 1783 Shipwreck Spanish Colonial 8 Reales Silver Coin Mexico Mint FF MO. Mexico Mint FF MO. Has its certificate
of authenticity. Found in a shipwreck off the Louisiana coast in the 1990’s. A real piece of history as Thomas Jefferson bought the
Louisiana Purchase after this ship and its treasure from Mexico failed to reach port.
S.B. 150.00
Worldwide coin accumulation in three banker boxes. Contains base metal mint and proof set from the 1970s to the early 2000s having a majority concentration from Israel and Great Britain. Also includes around twenty Germany 10DM, 10 Euros silver coins, four
Israel 50% silver coins, and two sets of two Russia silver space medals from the early 1990s plus a box of nonsilver medals that must
be useful to someone.
S.B. 250.00
Not your typical worldwide currency accumulation from the early 1900s to the 1990s in one medium carton. From a collector who has
a passion of collecting diverse currencies from all corners of the world. Includes about fifty better or fascinating items that have an older
Krause Catalog pricing in sleeves or in an expensive binder and slipcase including several engraver autographed. Likewise comprises
roughly 850 loose circulated and uncirculated currency having duplication in two small boxes that mostly had to be extracted from the
collector’s storage #10 envelopes. Entails British colonies,/Commonwealth, French colonies/Community, Europe, Latin America, Asia,
Africa, and Oceania. A collector or dealer should not let this one slip away.
S.B. 950.00
An original notgeld accumulation. Comprises roughly between 700-800 mainly uncirculated notgeld which is a mixture of Germany
and Austria from the early 1920s. There are many issues in multiples. A fascinating, historical holding.
S.B. 300.00
Eclectic selection of mainly United States coins and currency in a box. Contains one each 1878-S, 1897, and 1904-0 uncirculated
Morgan Silver dollars using late 1980s grading standards with papers, fifty-five face one dollar and two-dollar currency from 1935 to
1976 ranging from heavily circulated and uncirculated condition. Also involves a gold crown plus miscellany. Offered to tempt you.
S.B. 250.00
Three Mount Vernon Bank Providence, Rhode Island 1857-1858 obsolete currencies comprising of one each one dollar, five dollars, and ten dollars in super circulated condition.
S.B. 250.00
United States five-dollar 1914 Federal Reserve currency graded by PMG About Uncirculated 55. Fr#854 Burke/Houston signatures.
S.B. 200.00
Selection of ten United States obsolete currency mostly from the 1850s. Comprises Bank of the Republic, Providence five dollars,
Fort Stanwix Bank Rome, New York five dollars, Commercial Bank Glen Falls, NY two dollars, Farmer Bank, Gloucester, RI five
dollars, Essex County Bank Keeseville, NY three dollars, Merchants’ Exchange Bank, Anacostia DC one dollar, State of New York
one dollar (tape), Canal Bank, Albany, NY Essex County, Keeseville, NY two dollars, and Bank of Whitehall, New York three dollars
(damage) Condition varies from currency to currency.
S.B. 150.00
The Farmer’s Bank of Rome, New York 1838 ten dollar obsolete currency in nice circulated condition.
S.B. 100.00
Three Mt. Clemens, Michigan Bank of Macomb County 1858 obsolete currencies comprising of one 1 dollar (unissued), and two
2 dollars in circulated condition.
S.B. 80.00
Five State Bank of New Brunswick, New Jersey unissued 185? obsolete currencies including of one each one, two, five, ten, and
twenty dollars.
S.B. 70.00
Two Mechanics Bank of Memphis 1854 obsolete currencies comprising of one each three dollars and five dollars in circulated
condition.
S.B. 60.00
Two Continental Currency consisting of one each 1776 half dollar and eight dollars. Both in circulated condition.
S.B. 50.00
Merchants’ Bank one dollar 1852 obsolete currency Washington DC in circulated condition.
S.B. 50.00
Two 1864 Confederate States currency consisting of a ten and one hundred dollars (stains) both in circulated condition. S.B. 40.00
Confederates States one hundred dollars currency dated June 20, 1862 in circulated condition. Coming along for the ride is a twentyfive cents State of Georgia currency in “poor” condition.
S.B. 50.00
Consignment balance with enjoyable contents. Strong overall in Latin America especially useful for the Brazil, Argentina and Cuba.
Also, of note is the sparsely filled Spanish colony collection in five clean Efidil albums and French colonies mounted on Scott pages.
Could easily be broken up and sold as units for easy profits.
S.B. 500.00
Worldwide currency selection roughly from the early 20th Century to the 1990s. Around 400 notes having ¼ in a binder and ¾ loose
in a small box in various degrees of circulated to uncirculated condition. Includes a cornucopia of banking history offering a variety of
issuing countries. Involves Western Europe, Germany, Russia, South America, and Asia. Offers a sometimes-sad reminders of upheaval
created by the aftermath of two World Wars that destroyed some country’s economies.
S.B. 350.00
Three United States 1862 First Issue fractional currency 10 cents Washington both perforated and straight edge. Condition appears
to be better than usually. Viewing necessary as you will be the judge on condition.
S.B. 100.00
Three United States 1862 First Issue fractional currency 5 cents Jefferson both perforated and straight edge. Condition appears to
be better than usually. Viewing necessary as you will be the judge on condition.
S.B. 100.00
Three United States 1862 First Issue fractional currency 25 cents Jefferson both perforated and straight edge. Condition appears to
be better than usually. Viewing necessary as you will be the judge on condition
S.B. 100.00
Three United States 1862 First Issue fractional currency 50 cents Washington both perforated and straight edge. Condition appears
to be better than usually. Viewing necessary as you will be the judge on condition.
S.B. 90.00
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A powerful pile of postage from ½¢ to “Forever” issues in sheets, booklets, self-adhsive booklet sheetlets, and scrap. Also include a
few higher values scattered about. Be sure to bring a sandwich. It’s going to take you a while to count this bad boy up. S.B. 9000.00
An assembly of “Forever” issues either in commemorative sheets or regular issue coil strips.
Face 6112.00
Postage potpourri of mainly 8¢ to 32¢ sheets and booklet panes. Also includes a few 3¢ to 6¢ values.
Face 5310.00
Compact one carton postage lot. Carefully counted high face values in a stockbook ($2498.00), carefully counted stack of sheets
($1,278.00), carefully counted plate blocks, strips, multiples and scrap ($503.00) and an uncounted pile of year sets and scrap. The
counted bunch amounts to over $4,250.00 with the rest probably adding at least $250 to the deal, over half being a dollar and up face.
Great for mailing and filling holes in stock and collections. See the webphotos.
Face 4500.00
Postage lot in 2 cartons comprised of sheets, plate blocks, booklets and scrap. Includes 3 Scott National albums with slipcases in
good condition housing plate blocks from 1973 to 1993. Reliable owners face count over $4100.
Face 4100.00
A precarious pile of postage. Unbridled and uncounted. A pen or pencil, a pocket calculator, and a world of patience will present a
pleasant surprise.
S.B. 4000.00
A high value postage grouping meticulously counted and documented.
Face 2056.00
Intact US postage lot as consigned. Highlights include: Sheets, scrap, plate blocks and plate strips, year sets with and without books,
and a stack of old album leaves with stamps mounted in crystal mounts, Mainly lower values starting in 1940, with few if any forevers.
Probably 80% of the face (estimated at $3,000.00-$3,200.00) is in 3-22 centers. Fills two cartons, over sixty pounds shipping. Plenty
of culling out packing materials involved in the attempted recycle. A time hog to recount if you must.
S.B. 1800.00
Postage ready to mail those packages, includes just over $1000 dollar and above values.
Owner’s Face 1035.00
A purely postage potpourri. Includes every from lower value scrap, modern sheets, high values, and a very heavy carton on 1989//2016
year sets in official USPS soft and hard bound books. Definitely worth your time to figure.
S.B. 750.00
US collection of postage types mounted in a handful of oversized, heavy, ledger type binders and pages. Goes from 2 cent reds through
37 centers. High face values here and there. From single stamps through self stick sheets. Totally uncounted and will benefit from your
inspection. Range in condition from a stuck down White plains sheet to Post Office fresh. No forever stamps. Our low reserve makes
inspection with your trusty calculator a must. Glean the better for your collection and mail the rest.
S.B. 750.00
A table covered with postage in all shapes and sizes.
S.B. 750.00
Six binders/stock books of postage. Conservatively estimated but needs counting.
S.B. 650.00
Postage having an owner’s count of $1,608.19 in one stockbook and three binders as well as twenty-four mainly years sets from
1976-1989 (not in count) in one carton. Coming along for the ride is two binders of 1972 National Park Centennial Event covers.
S.B. 650.00
Small pizza size box containing mainly mint self stick sheets and booklets from 32 centers up through a few forevers. Minor duplication. Compact, useable, and ready for collections or mailing. Quick count of $650.00 face.
Face 650.00
A noble attempt at collecting modern issues. Includes hard bound years sets, Postal Commemorative Society, and loose. Get out your
calculator and go at it.
S.B. 350.00
Couple tubes containing mostly different mainly 29¢ and 32¢ face value press sheets.
Face 646.00
Canada postage selection from the 1980s to 2016. Consists of thirty different year set books from 1983 to 2016 having several in the
original cello. Also includes three pizza size boxes of which two contains mainly new issue stamps, FDCs, and postal stationery and
the other box entails duck stamps. A calculator and fortitude will yield rewards.
S.B. 550.00
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Joe DiMaggio signed 1990-1992 (Costa Rica) Rawlings, Bobby Brown, Official American League Baseball. No COA. As is. Presentable in walnut based holder. Ready for your plaque.
S.B. 200.00
Holy Cow! Harry Caray personalized autographed note from 1992 on Harry Caray’s Restaurant stationery. Comes with the original
letter from the friend who got the signature for the owner.
S.B. 400.00
Tremendous mainly Chicago Cubs autograph selection roughly from 1970 to 2008 in a medium box. Main focus is a terrific
scrapbook from the late 1960s to early 1970s containing photos, baseball cards, slips of paper, programs etc. Also includes similar
ephemera of programs etc. Spotted Ernie Banks, Ron Santo, Glenn Beckett, Lou Boudreau etc. A must for any classic Cub fan.
S.B. 250.00
Colorado Rockies ephemera accumulation in two cartons. Comprises used score cards, official books, and similar paper items from
the 1990s to the 2000s. Also encompasses similar material from Denver’s other professional teams. Plenty of items for the avid Rockies
fan.
S.B. 100.00
Three cartons of baseball ephemera mostly from the 1980s to 2000s. Has a strong presence of Colorado Rockies, some Cubs etc.
Includes newspaper, used tickets, posters, and miscellaneous. Office pick up only.
S.B. 50.00
Baseball assortment from around 1970. Contains large pennants of which four are Cubs and one each Oakland, Cincinnati, and Boston
(all really dirty) as well as ten different National League small pennant. Also entail a Cubs beanbag plus miscellany.
S.B. 20.00
Chicago Cubs ephemera roughly from 1979 to 2011 in a medium box. Comprises score cards, books and similar material.
S.B. 20.00
Chicago Cubs ephemera roughly from 1977 to 1997 in a medium box.
S.B. 20.00
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Unusual baseball card collection from 1962 to 1983. Roughly 800 mainly different New York Mets baseball cards arranged by the
year in sleeves in a binder. Took the collector many years to assemble. All the work has been completed. If you like the Mets this collection may be especially for you.
S.B. 950.00
German Cinderella Group of around 2,000 pieces in two small stockbooks. Plenty of duplication in places. No poster stamps. Includes: locals, dubious post WWII overprints, fiscals, Bavaria “return” stamps, bank seals, lost colonies labels, revenues, and the usual
reprints, fakes and forgeries. Pretty. Will enhance any Germany collection.
S.B. 220.00
Three cartons of cinderellas mainly in sheets in binders and folders. Includes Christmas, Easter Seals etc. If this type of material is
your cup of tea, Tallyho!
S.B. 60.00
Small carton of old 1929-1940 films. Both 8mm and 16mm reels. All are correctly stored. Best is an original Mickey Mouse films
#1455-B double feature “Donald Duck in the Flying Trapeze” and “Donald and Goofy in Red Hot” in its original box circa. 1935. See
the web photos for some of the other titles. As is; Where is. The owner is solely responsible for the information given as to what is on
each film and its condition as none could be viewed by us. Any film collector’s out there?
S.B. 200.00
Exciting ephemera variety in four cartons. Consists of mainly binders and stockbooks chocked filled with interesting and exotic
material. Fine profits could be found if you know this area. Viewing a must.
S.B. 250.00
Intriguing ephemera accumulation roughly from the 1930s to 1960s in one medium carton. Contains cinderellas, cigarette cards,
photos, labels etc. An entertaining lot to search.
S.B. 100.00
ThirteenTheodore Roosevelt related items. Involves two neat bookmarks having one for the 1904 souvenir Louisiana Purchase
and Progressive Party, a Progressive Party promotional ticket, three cabinet photos of TR and his wife, and a Roosevelt State Bank
compact (still has some power inside) from Chicago probably from the 1930s. Also includes three books including a modern Hakes
Guide 1789-1988 and a modern plastic head what would look neat on display in a case. TR fans will really like this eclectic lot.
S.B. 75.00
Four different American Banknote Archive Series folders containing photo sheets as issued from around 1990. Interesting historical
material.
S.B. 50.00
One large carton filled with mainly older ephemera. Includes advertising, maps from a European Tour 1965-66, vintage city maps,
blotters, Boy Scout stuff, WW II ration books similar items, receipts, etc. An internet seller dream come true.
S.B. 50.00
Space ephemera appearing mainly from the 1980s to 1990s in one of largest cartons. Includes photos (not autographed), folders and
similar material in multiples. Interesting reading items needing to find a new home.
S.B. 30.00
Forty-nine Austrian revenue documents.
S.B. 20.00
German Graf Zeppelin 1932 cigarette card album. Binding is tight, pages intact, and comes with original dust jacket. Complete,
intact, and as fresh as the day it was assembled.
S.B. 100.00
1901 antique clear early American patterned glass memorial plate featuring the portrait of William McKinley. A commemorative
after he was assassinated. Lettering reads “It Is Gods Way, born 1843 died 1901, His Will Be Done” 10-1/2” x 8”inch oval, unknown
maker. No cracks, major chips, stains or repairs. Display stand included.
S.B. 10.00
The Wonderland Postage Stamp Case. The outer most paper case is damaged. The rest is very clean
S.B. 200.00
Two 1900 William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt Presidential jugate campaign pinback buttons. One is blue and the other
is brown in color. Both measure 1 ¼” diameter and manufactured in Newark, New Jersey. In super condition for their age.
S.B. 150.00
Vintage 1904 Theodore Roosevelt “Stand Pat” Presidential campaign pinback button. Measures 1 ¼” diameter and manufactured
by the Stand Pat Button Co in Detroit. In remarkable condition for its age.
S.B. 100.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt Presidential campaign pinback button with a colored image of TR having a red edge. Measures 1 ¼”
diameter and manufactured in Newark, New Jersey. Excellent condition for its age.
S.B. 100.00
1898 Colonel Theodore Roosevelt Rough Rider New York Gubernatorial campaign pinback button. Measures 7/8” in diameter
from the National Equipment Co, New York. Terrific condition for its age.
S.B. 100.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt and Governor LaFollette of Wisconsin jugate Presidential campaign pinback button. Measures 7/8” in
diameter manufactured by the Whitehead & Hoag Co. in Newark, New Jersey. Marvelous condition for its age.
S.B. 100.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt Rebus “VELT” Presidential campaign pinback button. Measures 1 ¼”” in diameter manufactured by the
Whitehead & Hoag Co. in Newark, New Jersey. Outstanding condition for its age.
S.B. 100.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt Presidential jugate campaign pinback button. Measures 1 ¼”” in diameter manufactured by the WF Miller
& Co in New York. Fantastic condition for its age.
S.B. 100.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt Presidential jugate campaign pinback button. Measures 1 ¼”” in diameter manufactured by the Whitehead
& Hoag Co. in Newark, New Jersey. Great condition for its age.
S.B. 95.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt Presidential campaign pinback button. Measures 1 ¼”” in diameter manufactured by the St. Louis Button
Co. Superb condition for its age.
S.B. 75.00
1904 Theodore Roosevelt Presidential campaign pinback buttons and similar items selection. Encompasses twenty-six items ranging in size from ½” 7/8””, 1 ¼”, and 1 ¾” The majority are pinbacks from this campaign but does include two In Memorium as well as
two stick pins, and four lapel pins. Condition varies having some with wear, rust, and stains for being over hundred years old. Awesome
historical holding for the political aficionado. Worth checking out.
S.B. 350.00
1900 William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt Presidential mainly campaign pinback buttons assortment. Includes twelve
buttons of varying sizes from 7/8”, 1 ¼”, and 1 ¾.” Condition varies from button to button having some with wear, rust, and stains for
their age. Still intact and neat historical items. Also entails a glass paperweight with wear but no chips. An enthusiast or social studies
teacher of this era will enjoy this lot.
S.B. 150.00
Around thirty LP records including marches, and musicals appearing to be from the 1960s or 1970s.
S.B. 20.00
Better than most sheet music collection having an owner’s count of 1,425 with many in plastic sheets in three plastic tubs and a
small carton. Starts around 1914, includes WW I Patriotic and runs probably several decades offering a snapshot of bygone Americana.
Involves some backup. Spotted some popular show tunes and songs that has stood the test of time and are recognizable today. A fun
holding to view. Heavy, approximately 150 pounds, contact us for rate quote.
S.B. 800.00
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Six stereoscopes in their original 36” by 15” wooden display/carrying case probably from the early 1900’s. In “as found” remarkable condition for the age. An unusual to find such an historical item still intact. Also includes.5” by 3” televiewer stereoscope on 13”
metal stand also in excellent condition. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY.
S.B. 250.00
Sterling medals assortment from 1968 to 1971 in their original binders/boxes. Involves fifty American “Negro” Commemoratives
Society, thirty-six First Edition, twenty National Commemorative Society and thirty-five mini Presidential medals to Nixon. Approximately seventy-five ounces of sterling silver.
S.B. 750.00
Daniel Mink Swiss made men’s wristwatch in its original box. Great birthday or anniversary gift for that hard to buy person. Sold
as is.
S.B. 200.00

PICTURE POST
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USA Picture Postcard Blowout from the Gator Estate. Over 3000 diverse postcards from the United States, early twentieth century to
1940’s and later. Mixture of posted and unposted, pristine and worn, sleeved and unsleeved cards, including views of cities, towns, and
landscapes; holidays; and miscellaneous topics. Probably no million-dollar cards, but loads of great material for bourses, club shows,
and eBay lots.
S.B. 700.00
Exposition Postcard Lot. Over thirty postcards from the World’s Columbian Exposition 1893 and St. Louis World’s Fair 1904, most
items identified and described. Posted and unposted, in-period use and late-usage cancels. Occasional minor imperfections. Various
series and designs represented. Most cards sleeved. Attractive foundation for a specialized collection.
S.B. 500.00
Stock of Texas postcards. Consists of owner’s count of 2,300 mainly linen or chromes sorted, sleeved, and priced. Good variety of
Texan material ready to sell on the internet or at shows. Not to be missed.
S.B. 475.00
Exposition Delicacies from the Gator Estate. A small album of twenty-six postcards and covers, 1876-1915. Loaded with desirable
used and unused postcards, along with a small number of advertising cards and covers. Includes material from World’s Columbian
Exposition, Pan-American Exposition, California Midwinter International Exposition, Jamestown Exposition, Cotton States and International Exposition, Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, etc. Beautiful condition, with sharp colors and clear cancels. See photos for a
sampling of highlights.
S.B. 400.00
Railroad Cancels Galore. One box packed with over 700 postcards from throughout the U.S. with various R.P.O. cancels. Most chosen for clarity and condition. Organized alphabetically by first letter of cancel. Almost all items are sleeved; some are annotated with
factual explanation or pricing information. Also includes a few postal cards, etc. Emphasis is on the first half of the twentieth century,
with many cancels in the 1905-1940 range. Grand opportunity to acquire numerous and diverse R.P.O. cancels at one time. Listen to
the clickety-clack of the train on the railroad track!
S.B. 350.00
USS Florida dreadnought battleship pre-WW I real photo selection in a binder. Most taken by the official ship photographer
Krueger and Otto to document their sea duty prior to the war. Owner’s count of 132 cards. An unusual offering not to be missed.
S.B. 300.00
The United States in Postmarks and Images! Two-box collection of picture postcards, all referencing destinations in the U.S., holidays
celebrated in the U.S., humor valued in the U.S., or famous people from the U.S. Also includes some postal cards and small envelopes.
Limited primarily to the first half of the twentieth century. Many items sleeved and marked with prices from the past. Organized alphabetically by state, with clear cancels and numerous funny, charming, or interesting messages. Mixed condition. Most states represented.
A treasure for the knowledgeable postcard collector.
S.B. 300.00
Many hundred cards from the golden age to chromes but mainly the linen period. They range from interesting and useful to in
inconsequential. Enough of the former to warrant a look.
S.B. 100.00
Worldwide Postcard Hoard. Two cartons filled with over 1500 posted and unposted, ordinary and unusual, domestic and foreign, likenew and somewhat worn postcards. Great representation of assorted printing processes, including chromes, real photos, etc. Contains
cards from throughout the twentieth century. Wide range of images, e.g., topical and thematic focuses, landscapes, buildings, famous
and not-so-famous people, and more. Material is disorganized and in need of attention, but very clean and ready for immediate resale
or addition to a private collection.
S.B. 300.00
Worldwide QSL Bounty. One carton filled with over 1000 like-new and somewhat worn QSL cards. Includes posted and unposted,
ordinary and unusual, domestic and foreign cards. Great representation of assorted printing processes and packed with various pictorial
representations. Material is disorganized and in need of attention, very clean and ready for resale or add to collection
S.B. 300.00
Worldwide Postcard and Postal Stationery Hodgepodge. One box of mixed postcards and postal cards from various foreign countries and the United States. Includes over 400 unused and used cards from the late nineteenth century to the 1930’s and 1940’s, with a
few modern items thrown in for good measure. Some cards feature attractive cancels and other markings. Completely unorganized and
perfect for many hours of entertaining study.
S.B. 150.00
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about the Canal Zone. Two-volume collection of over 160 items from the Canal Zone,
mounted on cover pages and running from the early twentieth century to the 1960’s. Includes some FDC’s and postal stationery. Noteworthy for its city-date cancels and overall top-notch condition. Features various styles of matter-of-fact or playful postcards providing
a comprehensive overview of the construction, challenges, and operation of the Panama Canal. Seldom available in such quality and
quantity.
S.B. 400.00
Pre-1930 Postcard Collection. Neat and clean accumulation of nearly 200 postcards from assorted countries, assembled by a collector in
Milwaukee. Mostly mounted, a few loose cards toward the back of the album. Includes items from Italy, France, Germany, Scandinavia,
Austria, Eastern Europe, Benelux, Spain, Asia, colonial Africa, etc. Most cards have gone through the mail and show varying degrees
of wear; a few are unposted and in like-new condition. All cards have one or more stamps affixed to the front and tied by a regional
cancel. Some cancels are clear; others smudged or faint. Many different types of cards, with diverse topics and images. Unusual lot
offering a portrait of select corners of the world between wars.
S.B. 300.00
General Foreign Postcard and Stationery Lot. Over 125 postcards and 190 covers, including postal stationery, commercial covers,
and special event covers. Mainly nineteenth and early twentieth century. Contains some material from the United States. Posted and
unposted, assorted auxiliary markings, unusual views, noteworthy destinations, etc. Excellent condition. Attractive assemblage for the
lover of postcards and covers of many types.
S.B. 230.00
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Turn-of-the-century Elegance. Over fifty lovely postcards from Germany, late nineteenth century to 1940’s. Multi-colored, blackand-white, or photographic. Above-average to like-new condition, with fresh colors and sharp images. Topics include early philatelic
organizations, classic issues from German states, patriotism, Olympics, and royalty. Mixture of posted and unposted cards. Take a few
moments to view the postcards, their stamps, cancels, and auxiliary markings.
S.B. 400.00
Just over 25 postcards (24 posted) from various German Offices and colonies mainly small yachts. All saved for a reason and
removed from the pages of a highly specialized German Area collection. Interesting frankings and destinations. Mixed condition with
many to savor.
S.B. 200.00
Eleven different Picture Postcards each sporting a different “royal flag” cancel. All saved for a reason and removed from the pages
of a highly specialized German Area collection. Interesting points of origin. Ranges from 1902-1912, with all but one 1902-1904. All
are shown in the webphotos. Scarce group.
S.B. 150.00
Germany and the World in the Fifties, Sixties, and Later. Over 500 colorful, topical postcards from Germany, with a good number
of cards from the US and various Western European countries. Almost everything has been posted and features commemorative stamps,
cancels, and messages in abundance. Fun lot to view.
S.B. 120.00
German propaganda PPC for the march into Sudetenland. This one in black and white is posted in Asch using a overprinted
Czechoslovakian stamp announcing to the world “Asch ist frei! 21.9.1938”. In “through the mail” condition with some old glue spots
on front and back. See the webphotos.
S.B. 50.00
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Assortment of sixty-five Michigan mostly commercial covers from the 1850s to 1948. Some cancels are Marshall, Kalamazoo, Tecumseh, Aurelius, Holland, Ferry, Paw Paw, Chesaning, Ann Arbor etc. Condition varies so inspection recommended.
S.B. 100.00
Apollo 16 Space assortment of owner’s count of approximately 10,000 mainly unaddressed covers in two large cartons. Lots
of varieties including dates, cancel cities, #1435-35 Space Achievement Decade. Heavy duplication particularly Moon Landing and
Splashdown. Many are sleeved.
S.B. 1500.00
Apollo 11 C76 FDC holding having owner’s count of approximately 3,700 unaddressed in four cartons. Contains Sarzin one hundred
FDCs having ten varieties of mission milestones, Apollo 8 oversized postcards with C76 roughly eighty with faint to missing cancels.
Also, Sarzin oversized metallic facsimile of around 150 for the Moon Landing, Schoen around 250, a few anniversaries, and 700 Space
City Cover Society three varieties C76 Armstrong, Aldrin, Collins. Roughly 2,400 are NASA Manned Spacecraft Stamp Club having some
anniversaries. Likewise includes an additional 2,600 unissued envelopes having about 1,100 from the NASA Manned Club, 550 Apollo
from the Lunar Post Office Swanson, 500 Apollo Schoen/Space City Cover Society and 500 miscellaneous.
S.B. 1500.00
An amazing postal history accumulation from the Gator Estate. Around 200 diverse examples of stampless, registered, trans-Atlantic,
rates, auxiliary marks, etc. Condition is mixed. A worthy group that must be seen to be appreciated.
S.B. 1400.00
Expert cancel collector’s hoard of US covers and cards in 39 binders on heavy plastic pages filling eight heavy cartons. The previous owner had a variety of interests and everything that made it to these albums was saved for a reason. Almost everything in this group
is post 1895. Somewhere near 4.000 pieces that include picture postcards, postal stationery and covers. Topics include: Modern postal
history embracing rates, destinations, and usages. If you look close a number of scarce and valuable pieces are included. Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada postal history with obscure towns, territorial markings, and destinations. AMF and RPO usages. Commercial
mail to and from Canal Zone, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Postal card and postal stationery in period usages. And odd and unusual definitive issue usages. All the knowledge necessary to amass such a holding should not be lost so offered intact as received. A bargain at the
suggested bid.
S.B. 1300.00
Apollo 17 Space selection of owner’s count of approximately 5,600 mostly unaddressed covers in two large cartons. Contains all
cachets roughly 95% Manned Spaceflight covers having lots of dates with #1434-35 Space Achievement Decade, cancel cities with
heavy duplication on Launch, Moon Landing, Splashdown. About 1% are miscellaneous Mission cachets, 1% Tracking Stations, 3%
Sarzin Metallic Dates (over 160) in nine issues. Many are sleeved.
S.B. 1000.00
Assortment from the 1860s to the 1930s in two large cartons. Owner’s count of 2,472 commercial covers, postcards, and postal stationery. Includes 826 Doanes mainly postcards from Kentucky (306), Tennessee (120), Indiana (308), and South Carolina (92) involving
several DPOs, 347 town cancels mainly pre-1920 four bars having some Doanes, around 300 flag cancels majority on cover etc. Good
variety. Needs to find the right Ebayer to market.
S.B. 850.00
Accumulation of United States roughly from the 1830s to the 1950s in one large carton. Between 800 to 1,000 items approximately
evenly divided between commercial and airmail covers as well as some postal stationery and postcards. Spotted an interesting grouping
of stampless. Condition varies. A soup to nuts offering.
S.B. 850.00
Accumulation in eight cartons. Roughly 5,000 United States mostly cacheted FDCs and Event covers from the 1930s to the early
2000s. Includes souvenir pages from the 1970s to 1980s as well as about 10% are Civil War Event covers from the 1960s. Searching
will reveal some interesting items that might be especially for you.
S.B. 750.00
Satellite and Rocket assortment having the owner’s count of approximately 5,500 Space cacheted covers from the 1960s to 1990s
having a concentration in the 1960s-1970s in three cartons. Contains several different programs including Echo I (400 FDCs, #1173
FIRST cachet from Aerojet Stamps & Coin), Poker Flats Alaska, Big Bird, Aurora, Big shot, Bio, Bomarc, Aerobee, Atlas, ATS, Landsat, Nike, GPS, Hubble, IMP, Comsat, ERTS, ESSA, Inmarsat, Intelsat, OSS, Explorer, ITOS, Skyspy, Telstar, THOR, TIROS, Pogp,
Quicklock, SAMOS, Secret, Tita, Tomahawk, Trident, Vela, and Westar. Duplication exists. Resale potential.
S.B. 750.00
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Planets and Mission assortment having the owner’s count of approximately 6,400 Space mainly unaddressed cacheted covers
and FDCs from the 1960s to the 1990s in four cartons. Most are Mission covers including Mars (Mariner, Viking, Observer, Pathfinder,
Polar Lander, PAET), Jupiter (Pioneer), Venus (Express, Pioneer), Sun (HEOS, Ulysses), Moon (Clementine), Lunar Explorer, Lunar
Orbiter, Lunar Prospector, and Ranger (Surveyor, Cassini, Pioneer). Remaining are FDCs from Space City Cover Society having heavy
duplication, #1556 Pioneer Jupiter (roughly 250, eight varieties), #1557 Marnier 10 Mercury (roughly 1,750, some blocks fourteen
varieties), #1759 Mars Viking (around 500, some blocks, thirteen varieties), #2568-77 Space Exploration, (around 900, our planets
including Moon and Pluto). Needs to find a new home.
S.B. 750.00
An inspiring assembly of well over 90 advertising covers from the Gator Estate. Mainly 1880’s to 1920’s. Contains a wide variety
of themes and subject of the time, including a few multi-color types. Condition is mixed. Good way to wet your whistle while trying to
find a direction to your liking.
S.B. 700.00
Collection/assortment roughly from the 1850s to the 1950s in two cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of United States mainly
RPO commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards organized and identified in eight binders. Has several interesting cancels to
view. Spotted a wide range of railroads. All aboard!
S.B. 650.00
Arkansas collection from the 1870s to the 1990s in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of commercial, Event covers, FDCs, postal
stationery, and postcards in sixteen binders. Comprises RPO, doane, flag cancels, US Ships, First Flights, 100th Anniversary Statehood
1936 selection that would make any Arkansan native or specialist smile.
S.B. 600.00
Forever Ohio! Important opportunity for lovers of Ohio postal history, late nineteenth century through 1990’s. Six binders of
roughly organized commercial and philatelic covers, postcards, postal cards, etc., each featuring a clear postmark from a town or city
in Ohio. Some covers celebrate Ohio’s statehood; others focus on the state’s great counties (e.g., Seneca); several highlight the state’s
noteworthy municipalities (e.g., Tiffin); and many commemorate special events in the state’s history. The lot needs a loving, knowledgeable hand to cull and reorganize the mass of material. Contains the foundation of an Ohio-focused exhibit.
S.B. 500.00

An incredible horde of almost entirely First day Covers in 12 bulbous cartons. Nested mainly in neatly presented uniquely manufactured binders. Mainly acquired from an overpriced subscription promoter. Combination of addressed and unaddressed, very clean.
Also includes a dealer’s stock sorted by Scott number thrown in for a bonus. Great way to fill up your selves for a fraction of the original
cost. Shipping weight approx. 260lbs, call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 500.00
Apollo 8 Space assortment of owner’s count of approximately 2,500 mostly unaddressed FDCs in two large cartons. Includes
around 400 Sarzin having nine varieties showing mission milestones. Roughly 650 duplicates involving Artcraft Artmaster, Fleetwood,
Space Cover Society Approximately 1,450 are Premier and Premier varieties. Heavy duplication.
S.B. 500.00
Apollo 12 Space selection of owner’s count of approximately 2,000 unaddressed Mission covers in two cartons. Entails roughly
300 having Sarzin, Folio Print, Nichol, Orbit, Space City Cover Society, and Recovery Vessels. The Manned Spaceflight Cover society
encompasses around 450 Mission dates and a variety of Mission dated postcards having duplication both heavier on the Moon Landing.
S.B. 500.00
The kitchen sink cover accumulation over 60 items from the Gator Estate. Includes Possessions, Xmas seals, navals, Inaugurations
(the biggest group), stampless, etc. Condition is mixed. An appropriate group for the general accumulator.
S.B. 450.00
A five part medley sorted by cancel types consisting of RPO’s (about 300), pre 1870 (<75), Upper Midwest (<200), Northeast (about
400) and Western (about 300). Includes these on picture postcards, commercial as well as philatelic. Nothing scarce just a good bread
and butter group with eBay potential.
S.B. 400.00
Assortment from the 1960s to the 1980s in six cartons. Roughly 3,000 FDCs, Space, and Event covers organized nicely in White Ace
binders. Coming along for the ride is a selection of postage needing to be counted.
S.B. 350.00
A virgin holding of an estimated 1500 covers. Exhaustively commercial in nature with almost half business #10’s. wide range of
town cancels, frankings and corner advertising. Large percentage of airmail usages adds to the desirability. ebayers take note.
S.B. 350.00
Around 200 United States assortment of commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards from the 1850s to the 1960s. Spotted
some interesting postal history but condition is mixed and needs examination to come up with a comfortable number. Recommended
inspection.
S.B. 350.00
Accumulation in five cartons roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1940s. Over 3,500 commercial covers, postal stationery, and
postcards. Spotted a concentration of covers with their original letters mainly from Kentucky and Texas from the early 1900s and19051915 correspondence. Quite a mix condition; so examination required to come up to a comfortable number.
S.B. 350.00
A likable aviation related cover accumulation of over 30 items from the Gator Estate. Includes Zepp flights, early Government flights,
early first flights, a couple crash covers, etc. Condition is mixed. Great lot if this kind of stuff floats your boat.
S.B. 325.00
Wisconsin Flag Cancels. Consignment as received consisting of hundreds of postcards and covers in two boxes, late nineteenth century to 1930’s. The owner focused his attention on the address side of all material and organized his items alphabetically by the city or
town named in the flag cancel. Well-known Wisconsin cities such as Milwaukee or Superior, as well as lesser-known communities like
Bayfield or Seymour, are represented proudly in this assemblage. Cancels are clear; the condition of everything is generally strong.
Seasoned with plenty of lovely postcards to delight your eyes and filled with useful auxiliary markings of many types. This holding
needs a new owner to turn it from a promising stock of postal history into an appropriately displayed collection worthy of admiration.
S.B. 300.00
U.S. Postcard and Postal Card Lot. Intriguing accumulation of over 350 cards. Includes large selection of advertising postcards and
postal cards. Most addressed and canceled. Mainly twentieth century. Features a wide variety of businesses and commercial establishments and many styles of printing and design. Also contains assorted run-of-the-mill picture postcards depicting buildings, landscapes,
and military scenes. Mixed condition. Worth the few minutes needed for viewing.
S.B. 300.00
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United States selection in one carton. Owner’s count off approximately 1,400 cacheted FDCs consisting of Ellis Animated 1971-90
roughly 25%, Aristocrat 1970s-90 about 25%, Anderson 1955-61, addressed about 5%, and remaining 40% are mixed cachet makers
from the 1970s to 1980s. Duplication exits.
S.B. 250.00
Medal of Honor recipients autographed/signed on 1982-86 FDCs in a pizza size box. Over sixty mostly different signatures making
this a very desirable selection. For the patriot who wishes to honor these brave soldiers by viewing and biding on this lot. Difficult to
replicate.
S.B. 200.00
Small assembly of 19 patriotic covers from the Gator Estate. Includes Civil War to modern. Spanish American War holds the largest
number. Condition is mixed.
S.B. 190.00
Over forty mounted correspondence from 1852 to 1869 in a binder. Nicely annotated having the possibility of some #10’s on cover.
Take a look.
S.B. 150.00
An enlightened small accumulation of around 1500 mainly 1950’s to 1970’s First day covers. Incorporates a wide variety of middle
ground cachets with a bit of duplication. Combination of addressed and unaddressed. Condition is OK. Good value for the savvy EBay
seller.
S.B. 150.00
Ship Ahoy. Two cartons of covers, mainly 1920’s and later. Emphasis on the U.S. Navy--its ships, bases, and personnel. Diverse
cancels, cachets, and stamps. Semi-organized and clean condition. Some items sleeved. Needs a knowledgeable hand to sort, research,
and display. Some duplication present. Easy lot to view and determine a bid.
S.B. 300.00
United States and Possessions postal history selection from 1899 to the 1930s in a pizza size box. Consists of twenty covers, postal
stationery, and postcards from Samoa, Occupation of Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Postal Service in Shanghai ,China. A small offering having
some fascinating items.
S.B. 100.00
Stampless cover assortment of twenty-one from 1830s to the 1866. Includes nineteen cancelled in Michigan towns including,
Jonesville, Niles, Eaton Rapids, Adrian, Seneca, Lyons, Grand Rapids, and Jackson. Also involves one “Due 6” to Michigan plus a US
Express Mail New York. Not to be missed.
S.B. 100.00
Several thousand United States FDC collection from 1926 to 2000s in three cartons. Balance of assortment is mainly Fleetwood from
1985 to 200s in binders. Almost complete plate blocks for this time period. Includes better joint issues and more. Offering appropriately.
Call for shipping quote.
S.B. 85.00
A small grouping of 19 pre 1847 to 1910 stampless covers or folded letters. Mostly from Eastern or Michigan cities. Some examples
have been transcribed. Condition is very mixed. Interesting bunch worthy of further study.
S.B. 80.00
This is a great introduction to machine cancels through the use of 25 covers and postal cards. Some of the companies represented
are American Postal Supply Co., Barry, Doremus, Columbia, International and Time Postal Supply Co. There are some interesting corner
cards and a few exposition cancels. A good lot to build upon.
S.B. 75.00
A few hundred space related topical covers. Mostly 1970’s shuttle types but a few other themes starting in the late 1960’s to early
1990’s.
S.B. 75.00
United States Proof Cards all in binders from the 1980s to the 2000s in six cartons. Virtually complete having high values and better.
Probably close to 1,700 cards. Clean but very heavy. Call for shipping quote. Extra surcharge may apply.
S.B. 50.00

United States and General Foreign
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All the covers and cards from a large, last minute, consignment. Probably 5,500+ pieces each saved for a reason. Ranges in interest
from topical foreign FDCs all the way up to a couple hundred better postal history and seldom seen covers that would usually be singles
in our auction. Strong Germany and Area with some unresearched WWI postal cards with unusually clear extra markings. Decent US.
Thousands of individually saleable pieces altogether. Carefully search this one for our estimate is just a guess. Perfect for the internet
single marketeer. See the webphotos.
S.B. 1600.00
First Flight and FDCs original selection from 1927 to 1968. Consists of a few hundred mainly United States covers including Zeppelin, Lindbergh. Macon, etc. as well as some better foreign first flights mounted and arranged nicely in three large binders. The FDCs
are from the early 1930s to 1966 are noncacheted. A holding definitely worth your time to view.
S.B. 1500.00
Selection of around 160 FDCs, commercial covers, first flights, postal stationery, and postcards from 1909 to the 1960s in two
albums. Super selection of postal history from the United States and worldwide. Inspection required as condition will be a factor.
S.B. 750.00
Worldwide Cover Hoard. Twelve cartons filled with thousands and thousands of ordinary and unusual, domestic and foreign, like-new
and somewhat worn covers of various types. Accumulated by a knowledgeable, eccentric collector. Includes commercial correspondence, FDC’s, special event covers, etc. Great representation of countries and time periods. Many hidden gems sandwiched between
common bulk items. A treasure trove for individuals interested in cancels, out-of-the-way destinations, auxiliary markings, postal rates,
and flashy arrangements of stamps. Material is disorganized and in need of attention. Great opportunity for a bourse dealer to acquire
popular quick-selling stock.
S.B. 700.00
United States and worldwide accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to the early 2000s in eight cartons. Several thousand mainly common FDCs, Event, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Searching might reveal some interesting postal
history but you need the patience of a nun to find them.
S.B. 650.00
United States and worldwide selection in eight cartons. Contains thousands of FDCs, commercial, Event, covers, postal stationery,
and postcards in binders, albums, and boxes roughly from various decades of the 20th Century. Plenty of interesting items to pique your
interest.
S.B. 600.00
Assortment of worldwide and United States roughly from the early 1900s to the 1990s in one each carton and cover drawer. Around
700 commercial covers, first flights, postal stationery and postcards. Condition varies. A holding for the eclectic collector or buyer
S.B. 550.00
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Three carton accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Involves hundreds and hundreds of commercial covers, postal
stationery and postcards having a good representation from the United States, Canada, and Sweden. A thought-provoking holding needing careful consideration.
S.B. 450.00
Original accumulation in two binders from 1928 to 1943. Contains several hundred United States and some worldwide including
Canada first flight covers nicely mounted on pages. While most flights are the often-encountered ones, this lot does involve several
fascinating covers.
S.B. 400.00
Worldwide Cover and Postcard Mishmash from the Gator Estate. Contains loads of postal stationery and hundreds of picture postcards, FDC’s, and commercial mail covers from many different countries, early twentieth century to recent times. Plenty of surprises
await the careful viewer. Part of a large consignment from a renowned dealer who was an expert at creating seductive, balanced bargain
and intermediate lots.
S.B. 400.00
Assortment in nine cartons. Includes FDCs from the 1930s to the 1980s including from the Postal Commemorative Society, subscription items, worldwide FDCs and commercial covers, and United Nations. Also entails Great Britain Royal Mail Presentation packets
from 1970 to the 1980s in a small box and a wee bit of United States postage mainly in a plateblock collection from 1931 to the 1970s.
Likewise many items have a certain “funky” smell. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 350.00
Accumulation of United States and worldwide in three cartons. Over 2,000 FDCs, commercial covers, first flight, and postal stationery from around 1900 to the 1980s mostly in shoe or small boxes. Includes roughly 500 Lufthansa first flights from the 1980s, two
cover boxes of United States Naval from the 1930s/40s,1960-70s, a selection of Polpex from the 1970s to 1980s, 1897-1900 Incoming
Mail to Temple, Michigan etc. A person with a vision will enjoy this lot.
S.B. 350.00

United States First Day Covers, Possessions Covers and Postal Stationery
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Set of Prexie FDCs #803-834 on presentation cards. All hand cancelled. Various stains, toning and hinge remnants detract minorly
from the appearance.
S.B. 100.00
Hawaii selection roughly from 1898 to 1941 in a pizza size box. Contains twenty-eight mainly postally used postcards a few covers,
and postal stationery. Viewing this lot will make you want to hula.
S.B. 100.00
Philippines assortment from 1899 to 1945 in a pizza size box. Comprises about twenty five covers, postal stationery, and postcards
offering a snapshot of Filipino postal history
S.B. 100.00
One man’s collection of mint and used postal cards and postal stationery from the very beginning to early in the 1980s. The main
collection is housed in 14 heavy 18” by 12” home made wooden binders on some sort of black scrapbook (construction paper) material.
These are stored in four tubs for viewing, but will easily fill at least five large cartons. No cut squares. Thousands of entires in this part
mainly identified by type. Extensive duplication. Not many expensive higher face values, seems to quit at 10 centers. Also includes
four cartons of extra stuff that has not yet been processed for the collection. Thousands and thousands of individual items. Strength is
in the varieties (paper colors, dies etc.) and the trend toward postal usage. See the extensive webphotos.
S.B. 900.00
An astounding holding of over 40 Confederate States cover from the Gator Estate. Include stampless (both cds., and hand written),
few official business, an advertising, and even a turned cover, etc. Condition is all over the board as to be expected. A wonderful opportunity to acquire many exhibit worthy items.
S.B. 1800.00
Canal Zone postal history selection. Comprises fourteen covers, postal stationery, and postcards from 1906 to 1921 on Scott pages in
a pizza size box. Viewing recommended.
S.B. 100.00
Cuba postal history selection of mainly First Flight covers from 1899 to 1939. Over forty covers including several Lindbergh in a
pizza size box. Condition mixed; so inspection necessary. Viva Cuba.
S.B. 100.00

General Foreign
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Powerful worldwide selection from the 1850s to the 1960s in a banker’s box from the Gator Estate. Over 300 commercial covers,
FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards in six cover albums and one binder. Includes Great Britain and colonies, Germany, Western Europe, and miscellany. Priced and sleeved by a knowledgeable collector/dealer but sometimes had overestimation of some items value.
Prices should only be used as a guide and selling at a certain percentage of the marked value could be profitable. Careful calculation
and viewing required.
S.B. 1500.00
Graf Zeppelin selection of thirty-seven covers roughly from 1929 to 1936 from the Gator Estate. Includes mostly Germany, Spain,
Liechtenstein, and Iceland. Condition varies on several covers; so inspection recommended. Please see scans.
S.B. 950.00
Mixed assortment of well over two thousand covers. The best selection is the couple hundred Latin America which has over $2000
marked retail. Also, of note is the abundance of British colonies, Germany and Luxembourg. Time frame covered is from the late 19th
century to the 1980’s with the strength chiefly early to mid 20th century. Wide range of interests to draw you in and take a careful look,
especially the topical potential.
S.B. 500.00
Large Worldwide Cancel and Cover Bonanza! Wow! Enviable opportunity for admirers of foreign postal history, nineteenth century
through 1950’s. Thirteen binders of roughly organized commercial and philatelic covers, postcards, postal cards, etc., each featuring a
specific type of postmark from a town, city, or region. Includes identification and explanation of most cancels, especially mobile post
office cancels and railroad cancels. Material comes primarily from France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, Benelux, Eastern Europe,
Scandinavia, South America, Central America, and the Caribbean. Also includes representation of other areas of the world. Noteworthy
condition and variety. See photos for an introduction to this lot.
S.B. 500.00
International assortment having the owner’s count of roughly 2,500 Space related covers in one carton. Largest representation
from Canada, France, and Japan mainly from the 1960s to 1990s having a concertation in the 1970s to 1980s. Duplication exists.
S.B. 500.00
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Europa and related selection from the 1950s to the early 2000s in nine cartons. Comprises roughly between 1,500 to 2,000 FDCs
and some commercial covers in over thirty-five binders of various sizes. Came with the Europa stamp lot to be found elsewhere in this
auction.
S.B. 450.00
Variety Is the Spice of Life. Two cover-size boxes loaded with a mix of picture postcards, postal stationery, commercial mail, etc.
Over 800 items dating from the early twentieth century to the 1950’s; some material older or newer. Plenty of material from Germany,
Canada, and the United Nations. Many attractive cards with appealing images, worthwhile cancels, auxiliary markings, etc. Also contains
unposted material. Occasional duplication. Great lot for the person with a multitude of collecting interests.
S.B. 400.00
First day events, mildly interesting postal history and just plain mail from around the world packed into 5 disparate cartons, one of
which is binders of subscription nonsense. A few thousand items for your dollar table.
S.B. 300.00
Older unusual accumulation in one carton. Involves roughly 275 WW II large censored covers from 1942-43 mailed to the Denver
Equipment Co. in Denver. Some of the covers are super oversized, leading to some interesting rates. About 235 are from Mexico and
forty from South Africa plus a few miscellaneous. Some covers have tears and damage to some stamps which is to be expected due to
their size and handling. An interesting grouping especially if you like oversized international mail.
S.B. 220.00
Twenty better or fascinating commercial cover, postal stationery or postcard from 1861 to 1952. Comprises Great Britain Barbuda,
Dominica, Siam, Great Britain, Germany, (Zeppelin First flight trimmed at top), Austria, and France. Includes some interesting usages.
All covers are scanned.
S.B. 200.00
Collection in binders from the 1970s to 1990s in three cartons. Over 800 FDCs of which roughly 80% are Europa and 20% are
worldwide FDC of the month mostly from the 1980s. A few surprises greet the viewer. Happy digging. Call for shipping quote.
S.B. 150.00
Accumulation of mainly topical covers from the late 1950s to 1980s in one carton. Roughly 400 to 500 FDCs and Event covers
Unfortunately, these covers were stored in a humid climate which resulted in many of them reacting to this humidity with minor to light
foxing. Required inspection. Please see photos.
S.B. 100.00

187
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193



China related accumulation from the 1890s to 1984 in a cigar box. Roughly fifty covers, postal stationery, first flights, and postcards
from the United States, China, Shanghai, Hong Kong, and Macao. A small offering packed with potential.
S.B. 100.00

194



195



196



Inspiring selection of around thirty-five Canada covers from 1898 to 1900. Entails some advertising and captivating postal history.
Check it out.
S.B. 100.00
Impressive assortment of about twenty Canada covers and postal stationery from 1851 to 1900. Includes some advertising and
fascinating postal history.
S.B. 50.00
Exciting assortment of over thirty-five Canada and Newfoundland covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Canada runs from
1904 to 1927 and Newfoundland runs from 1892 to 1944. Check out the inspiring postal history.
S.B. 100.00

197



198



199



Seldom offered Colombia FDCs, late 1950s through 1979. Over 500 that appear to be mostly different with light duplication, sleeved
and unpriced, in a small compact box. Lots of sets, se-tenant, and topicals. Pleasingly artful cachets. Unaddressed. Ready for internet
marketing.
S.B. 250.00
Danish West Indies assortment from 1903 to 1917 in a pizza size box. Involves twenty-two commercial covers, postal stationery,
and postcards. The scans tell the story of this selection of intriguing postal history items.
S.B. 350.00
Striking Danzig selection from 1762 to 1940 in a pizza size box. Over seventy commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards on Scott pages. Am impressive offering of Danzig postal history containing many not often seen items. Carefully and thoughtful
contemplation required.
S.B. 900.00

Germany and German
Ger
Area
200

German Zeppelin flight covers and cards from a wide range of diverse flights. All saved for a reason and removed from the pages
of a highly specialized German Area collection. Interesting frankings, markings, cachets and destinations. Ranges from common and
philatelic to scarce and commercial. Each of the 31 pieces are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 1000.00
201

DOX flight group on six Scott pages from an extensive flight cover holding. Includes photos, some on unused picture postcards,
and six different DOX flight covers and cards. Mixed condition. Difficult to replicate.
S.B. 600.00
202

Just over 85 covers and cards from the tumultuous period following WWII. All saved for a reason and removed from the pages
of a highly specialized German Area collection. Interesting frankings and destinations. A few just fronts along with the covers. Ranges
from common and philatelic to scarce and commercial. A few better are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 350.00
203

1912 Rhein and Main Flight. Group of seven different special flight cards from the 1912 charity event. Best is an orange Darmstadt
(18.6.12) Gelber Hund flight card using two special stamps. Some rounded corners and other small faults, but in generally collectable
condition.
S.B. 325.00
204

German Cover Accumulation. Three cartons of German commercial mail, special event covers, and FDCs, with an emphasis on 1920’s
and later. Over 2,000 items featuring lots of different frankings, cancels, and auxiliary markings. Unsorted and unpicked; plenty of
useful material waiting to be appreciated by a discerning collector. A few covers from Ghana thrown in for good measure. Take a look
and bid enthusiastically.
S.B. 240.00
205

35 Third Reich covers and cards. All saved for a reason and removed from the pages of a highly specialized German Area collection.
Interesting frankings and destinations. Includes a few propaganda cards and one “Israel” cover. Ranges from common and philatelic
to scarce and commercial. A few better are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 160.00
206

14 flight covers and cards from 1920 through 1936. Includes four common Zeppelin flights along with some early post pioneer
flights. Ranges from common and philatelic to scarce and commercial. All 14 are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 120.00
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Post-WWII Cover Bonanza. Several hundred envelopes, postal cards, and postcards from locations in Germany and Romania, addressed to Cleveland, Ohio. Lots of material from 1947 and 1948, with items into the 1970’s. Features plenty of definitive stamps and
commemoratives tied with clear cancels. Also loads of auxiliary markings, labels, etc. Includes communication of various sorts from
post-WWII zones, Federal Republic of Germany, German Democratic Republic, and Romania. Along for the ride is a binder of oversized covers, philatelic or special event creations, and miscellaneous mint and used stamps. Will yield a fascinating overview of rates
and markings and provide information about post-war conditions in central Europe.
S.B. 600.00
Just over 100 covers and cards from all over the German Area. All saved for a reason and removed from the pages of a highly specialized German Area collection. Interesting frankings, cancels, usages, and destinations. Eras begin with a few Empire and inflation
stopping at around 1932. Ranges from common and philatelic to scarce and commercial. A score of better are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 400.00
German East Africa Belgian Military Occupation selection from 1918 to 1927. Comprises around twenty postally used postcards
nicely arranged of Scott album pages. Nice holding for anyone who enjoys this area of postal history or as a WW I afficando.
S.B. 250.00
German Offices in Turkey accumulation of 18, seven covers, two wrappers, and 9 postcards. Clean, unusual, both in rates and usages,
and all have webphotos.
S.B. 200.00
German Offices in China accumulation of 5 different all postcards. Clean, unusual, both in rates, destinations and usages. One via
Siberia. All have webphotos.
S.B. 100.00
German States covers and cards (about 90). All saved for a reason and removed from the pages of a highly specialized German Area
collection. Interesting frankings and destinations. Ranges from common and philatelic to scarce and commercial. Many folded letters.
Strong in North German Confederation and Thurn and Taxis. No Bavaria. A few better from the group are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 850.00

208
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210



211



212



213



214



215
216




Twenty Indochina covers from 1929 to 1949. Variety of usages. Good postal history offering.
S.B. 100.00
Over thirty-five Israel forerunner 1948 cover selection in a binder. Involves some captivating postal history a double overprint 12 May
1948 cover. Coming along for the ride are a small assortment of early 20th Century mainly postcards. Israeli specialists take note.
S.B. 1000.00

217



218



219



220



Italian States assortment from 1809 to 1847. Over sixty stampless covers having many from the many from the Papal States nicely
arranged in a binder. An atypical selection which a collector from this area will really enjoy. Check it out.
S.B. 250.00
Italy assortment mostly from 1863 to the 1980s in four cartons. Around 800 commercial covers, postal stationery and postcards nicely
arranged and annotated in five binders. For the passionate collector or dealer of Italian postal history. Go for it. (Andare per esso)
S.B. 1000.00
Italy selection from 1861 to 1972 in a medium box. Roughly 165 commercial, Event, covers and, FDCs arranged in a Scott binder.
Nicely annotated. Careful, slow viewing recommend coming up with the right number.
S.B. 500.00
Italian colonies, AMG, MEF, and Trieste selection from 1918 to the early 1950s in a medium carton. Around 120 commercial covers, FDCs, and postal stationary arranged nicely in a binder. Includes Somalia, Eritrea, and Libya. Unusual offering of postal history
not often encountered. Do not let this one slip away.
S.B. 750.00

Great Britain subscription FDC collection mostly in binders in three cartons. Many hundreds having several better. Call for shipping
quote.
S.B. 75.00
Seventeen WW II German Occupation covers, postal stationery, and postcards from 1942 to 1944. The majority are from Jersey
but does include several from Guernsey. Interesting postal history selection.
S.B. 100.00

221 // Interesting Mexico collection/assortment in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of commercial covers, postal stationery,
and postcard organized and identified in six binders roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1960s. Includes Ambulance Service and
OPA. Many saved and displayed for their cancellations. Coming along for the ride is a Scott Specialty album having hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps from 1864 to 1972 and a Nicaragua Scott album for which is virtual empty.
S.B. 350.00
222

Russia postal stationery assortment from 1916 to 1941. Involves ten items consisting of three WW I German POW, three unused
1918 inflationary cards, neat 1941 favor cancel ‘Pleskau postal card (folded vertically), and one each Finland 1901 cover and 1917
postal card.
S.B. 50.00
UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
223

/

224

/

225

/

An impressive 19th, 20th century mint and used front and back of the book stock contained in 14 sales books from the Gator Estate.
Well balanced early to late issues mostly medium value with an occasional higher priced item scattered about and complemented with
plate blocks and U.S. Possessions as well. Some items are accompanied with certificates. Condition is mixed with very mild duplication.
Extremely high retail value. A true turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 8000.00
The baby brother of the 14 sales book stock from the Gator Estate in four red boxes and a binder. Includes 19th and 20th century
front and back of the book, US Possessions and UN just like its big brother. Mostly lower values with an occasional medium priced item
scattered about. Condition is mixed with very mild duplication. Significant retail value. A true turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 4000.00
An enticing 19th and 20th mint and used front and back of the book collection in four Lighthouse hingeless albums and two
non-descript binders. Also includes a couple early card plate proof sets and a couple covers of little consequence. The collector acquired
many significant items however was not too quality conscience so careful viewing is highly recommended.
S.B. 4000.00
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226

/

227

/

The remainder of an outstanding collection that is far far above the average. The imperforated issue has a #9 and 11 that are end
margins and the next issues have a couple straddled pane items. The grills deserve a special look as many are of high quality. The pictorials
are complete and are accompanied by a set of card proofs. The banknotes have many notable stamps including #134, 135,138,145,148
to 153, 155 and the Continental and American printings. Pay close attention to the cancellations especially #209. Columbians are mint
to the thirty cent and then canceled to the two dollar. There is also a set of Columbian card proofs. There are many high value items
among the bureaus. The Trans-Miss and Pan-Am Expo were well chosen by this collector. Through out this early era are many pairs,
blocks and strips which enhance the value. Washington Franklins though not complete have many desirable singles, coils, pairs and a
few plate blocks. This collection closes with some error issues such as #1151a,1484a, 1487a and E15c imperforated between as well as
a few issues with color omission. A beautiful collection with some having certifications.
S.B. 3500.00
A pleasing assortment for mostly NH medium value commemoratives, regular issues, and airmails. The C13 and C15 are NH
while the C14 has a little bit of disturbed gum. $2000.00 in face of $5 values and above in Federal Duck plate blocks of four thrown in
for a bonus. A pretty clean group with loads of profit potential or a special enhancement to a philatelic investor.
S.B. 3500.00

228 // Sixteen heavy cartons full of everything US from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as much packaging as we could leaving only the useable pieces. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, plate blocks, sheets, souvenir folders and
sheets plus anything else the Philatelic agency was selling. Plenty of multiples. Too many subscription items make these really heavy.
Seems to stretch from around 1977 through the early part of 2000. Not necessarily a complete run. Postage is difficult to estimate, but
must be near $900 face. Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock.
S.B. 1500.00
229

A contemporary to modern collection /accumulation. Includes mainly 1920’s and after lower values. Most of the value is in postage
types. A small United Nations collection/accumulation has been thrown in for a bonus.
S.B. 1200.00
230 Blk An enticing three volume 1909-1998 regular issue and commemorative plate block collection harbored in Scott Specialty albums
with slip cases. Pockets of value abound in both front of the book and airmails. Most of the material we inspected tended to be hinged
however we did spot some NH in critical areas. Centering is consistent for the areas represented. The lot offers a fair entry point for the
new plate block collector.
S.B. 1200.00
231 / An agreeable mint and used 1847//1979 two volume collection mounted in Scotts albums. Mostly lower to medium values with a
high value scattered about. Both 19th and 20th century are fairly represented and a neat section of airmails minus the 1930 Zeppelin
set. Back of the Book is present as an afterthought. Condition is mixed. Good starter candidate.
S.B. 1200.00
232 / Matured starter collection from an old-time collector. It includes a few early duck plate blocks, many $5.00 plate blocks and a couple
plate number singles plus many signed used ducks. There are some mid-20th century low value commemoratives and a Kansas Nebraska
set. The airmails include the C13- C15 Zeppelins. Condition is mixed but many sound stamps are present.
S.B. 1200.00
233 / United States collection/accumulation as received in six heavy bulky cartons. Multiple US Albums and collections in various stages
of completion. Includes a full carton of mint postal stationery with “high” face value. The albums vary from beginner to intermediate
with plenty to like. Columbians to 30 cents, selections of banknotes, a few classics in variable condition, Farley’s, C1-C6 mint, C18,
plus substantial uncounted face, are all worthy finds. The albums have been slightly remaindered into each other making all part of the
“main group”. Would benefit from a face count and a close look into the 19th century items present in several different albums.
S.B. 1100.00
234 / A pile of philatelic pleasure encased on 9 large cartons. Includes collections from remaindered to elementary, binders filled to various degrees of a amounts and values, both mint and used, and untold and uncounted of face to be discovered. Great potential for some
looking so simple.
S.B. 1000.00
235 // The Good, Bad, and Ugly US lot filling eleven heavy cartons from a large East Coast consignment. The good is multitudes of
intermediate issues in duplication mainly from Washington/Franklins through two cent reds spread throughout the holding, the bad is
the thousands of sorted used US commemoratives in redundant duplication, and the ugly is the way to many subscription FDCs and
common correspondence that dilutes the occasional postal history find. A few nuggets here and there help bring this group forward,
but a long look is suggested to confirm an appropriate bid.
S.B. 1000.00
236 / Pouty little US collection in a clean Scott Specialty album to 1978. Few classics, but strong post 1920. The original collector preferred
mint stamps, but hinged them into his album. Bought multiples of many issues 1924-1972 looking for perfect centering. Lots of value
in his duplicate stockbooks. Huge catalog. Most of the value is in the uncounted postage spread throughout the three carton lot where
a new generation collector went to the post office and grabbed sheets of mainly 32 centers. Also includes flat presentation sheets of the
Loony Tunes issue x 2, and the Space exploration large souvenir sheet x 3. Lots of face to count that is barely figured in our estimate.
See the webphotos.
S.B. 900.00
237

1978//2016 Federal and State Duck accumulation. Includes plate blocks, souvenir sheets, single a few FDC’s thrown in for a bonus.
Just a tiny bit of duplication. Very high face value. Good lot for the modern specialist.
S.B. 750.00
238 / A good collection in three Scott albums. The singles begin with a few classic and become more complete in the banknotes and continue
to the BOB. Better stamps can be located throughout especially in the Washington Franklins. There is a nice grouping of coil pairs with
many being line pairs. The third album has many booklet panes. The second box of this collection has a large amount of uncounted
postage plus a few gems here and there (see photos). This is a good collection to tidy up and build upon plus postage, some with high
values.
S.B. 750.00
239 / A comprehensive group in a stockbook the range being from imperforated to Hawaii. Early issues include many three cent
Washington’s then a large assortment of banknotes and mint Washington-Franklins. There is a mint group of from the 1920s and 30s
including a few plate blocks and Prexi coils. Commemoratives are well represented starting with Columbians and continuing into the
1930s. Back of the book is very divers; special delivery, postage due, parcel post, parcel post due…revenue first issue, playing card, a
flock of ducks, officials and some specimens. The condition is very mixed, but there are many desirable stamps. Certainly worth a very
serious view.
Cat. 9600.00
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Three mint and used collections that can be combined into one. Nested in three Scott and one Lighthouse hingeless albums with
slip cases and an outlier Schaubeck album of little consequence. All are lightly populated in the 19th century yet picks up steam in the
20th up to the 1970’s. Does contain and little bit of airmails and Back of the Book. Condition is mixed. My vote is that all the material
should end up in the Scotts series as that group is the nicest.
S.B. 600.00
241 / United States assortment in five cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in binders, albums, loose,
and some subscription items running to the end of the 20th Century. Most of the value is in the roughly $900 face in year sets, loose, in
a rudimentary stamp and plate block collection. NO power but plenty of stamps to wet your philatelic whistle.
S.B. 600.00
242

A notable assortment of used low to medium value 19th and 20th century regular issues and commemoratives neatly arranged
in a small stock book. Condition is mixed. Sizable duplication. Lots of catalog offered at a reasonable price.
S.B. 550.00
243 / A very good accumulation of early material with many high denominations. Mint Washington-Franklins are present as well as
stamps of the 1930s. A small flock of used ducks are nestled in as well. This is a desirable lot with choice items here and there.
S.B. 475.00
244 / The US part of a large consignment. Highlights include: Several US used collections in old albums. Probably a progression of beginner through intermediate with only one having better than packet stamps., three albums of US plate blocks with stamps from the post
office, two empty Minuteman Albums, and a carton of miscellaneous face types mainly scrap. robably over $750.00 face altogether.
Take a thorough look as some could be useful.
S.B. 450.00
245 / A rather better group than normally encountered. There are many blocks and plate blocks mostly from the 1930s to the 1960s. Some
of the better items are a sheet of #651, plate blocks of 1934 National Parks and #1053. There is a selection of used material from classics
to bureaus, condition is mixed, a few better revenues and some uncounted postage. Pickings through out and worth the viewing.
S.B. 450.00
246 / This is a quality War Savings collection that has some scarce items. It also contains related material that increases the interest of
this area. This is an excellent lot for the specialist.
S.B. 425.00
247 / A very nice attractive collection including many souvenir sheets. Mouted in Lighthouse hingless albums, it gains strength with the
banknotes and is strong in Washington Franklins as well as in many areas of modern issues. Back of the book has much to offer in air
mails, special delivery and ducks. There are worldwide stamps thrown in as a bonus. This collection deserves close inspection for the
gems located here and there.
S.B. 400.00
248 / What you see is what you get. 16 red boxes, 7 sales books, and two binders. Most of the value is in postage types and used of the
same era. It is well organized and identified. Great lot for your young capitalist.
S.B. 400.00
249 / Small lot of a couple dozen better items plucked from a very messy consignment. Includes 19th and 20th century mint and used
front of the book, a few airmails, and proofs. Condition is mixed. Easy lot to figure.
S.B. 400.00
250 // Consignment remainder of stamps and covers. There are a few elementary collections and a stock book as part of this lot. The stock
book deserves a close look because of many desirable stamps. Condition is mixed but many attractive sound stamps are present.
S.B. 375.00
251

A useful group of early twentieth century stamps beginning with the 1902-03 regular issue that includes 310-312. There are
commemorative issues (300//404) and most are hinged to varying degrees with a couple appearing regummed. Well worth a careful
viewing.
S.B. 350.00
252 / A revenue collection in a neat clean Scott Album with a slipcase. The first issue perforated is well represented as are documentary
and wine stamps. Many are mint including potato tax and boating stamps. There is also a small group of documents from the 1870s and
a few other interesting items. A very interesting collection that is a good starter candidate.
S.B. 350.00
253 / A pedestrian mint and used front and back of the book collection nestled six Davo hingeless albums. Mostly lower values with a
occasional medium priced item scattered about. Condition is mixed. Would make an appropriate beginners starting point. S.B. 300.00
254 / An assortment of mint and used stamps with some of the better cancelled being 94, 134, 236, 240, 298 (2), 330, C4, C6, and better
mint are 279NH, 281-282, 303, 324, 329, 368, 371NH, 399, 403NH, 442NH, 513NH, 532NH, 555, 557NH and 560NH. There are also
mint sets of note Pilgrim Tercentenary, Huguenot-Walloon Ter., Lexington-Concord, National Parks and Transports. These are ready to
be included in a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 300.00
255 / A pedestrian mostly mint collection. Starting with the Pan-American set it also highlighted by 498//518, 547, a Kansas-Nebraska
set, $5.00 Presidential plate block (tape stained), C1-C6, and a C18. Also includes an accumulation of mint and used thrown in for a
bonus. Condition a bit mixed. Would make an excellent starter collection.
S.B. 270.00
256 / Collector’s United States duplicates in a variety of “red” boxes holding hundreds of 102 sized cards. The vast majority of the
stamps are used with duplication. Mint make up around 5 percent of the dozen or so groups in shoe boxes, binders, etc.. Mixed mint and
used. Mixed condition. Even includes a small amount of foreign that survived the lotting. Around $250.00 face to count. Be careful
not to get too excited when rarities appear. they are ALL pictures from auction catalogs and not stamps at all! Enough decent runs for
a productive lot, but the fakes removed the wind from our sails. Viewing necessary.
S.B. 250.00
257

A precarious pile of precancels peculating from the past. Must be thousands? Prefect for the persistent precancel purist.
S.B. 200.00
258 / Last gasp of a decent consignment where the best part is in four mint sheet files holding three cent sheets. A couple used to bring
premiums: i.e. Overrun Nations and China. A little leftover extra stuff including a 19th Century Brownie is a bonus.
S.B. 170.00
259 // Consigment offered as received. Includes a small group with a few nuggets sprinkled here and there. Airmails, Hawaii and revenues add to interest and the 20th century covers will entice the cover collector.Mixed condition but definitely worth a good look.
S.B. 130.00
260 // Large subscription items in six cartons of various makers (mostly Fleetwood) of presentation folders and covers. All mounted
in fancy-like in heavy binders. Great lot for the savvy marketer. Extra supply surcharge may apply. Call for a shipping quote
S.B. 120.00
/
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261 // Consignment remainders of stamps covers and some postage to be counted. White Ace pages from 1940 to 1990 appear to be
complete except there is no BOB. Some loose material of interest is present including US and foreign covers. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 75.00
262 // A closet clean out lot. Includes an elementary used collection, over 600 FDC’s, promo folios, postal card packs, etc. So much to be had
for so little.
S.B. 75.00
263

An enticing assembly of over 100 locals both real?, and reproductions removed from and old time collection. Worthy of serious
study.
S.B. 50.00
264 // First of the New Year offering of Kim’s floor sweepings. A ginormous offering in 12 heavy bulbous cartons bulging to the brim with
the good, the bad, and the ugly. Loads of postage to wet your whistle. Weighs in at around 350 lbs., via FEDEX GROUND ONLY.
Call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 0.00
UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS AND UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
265

/

266



267

/

A simple pedestrian accumulation of lower price mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book. Also includes
a remaindered Canal Zone collection and a small stock book of miscellaneous other possessions. Condition is mixed. A new album and
a determined collector will have a lot of fun combining all the parts.
S.B. 600.00
A comprehensive assortment of early material beginning with three cent grills and continuing to revenues. There is a good
selection of banknotes, Columbians, bureaus and other continuing to the 1930s. A good amount of back of the book items are present
including postage dues, parcel post, officials and revenues, including ducks. Some high denomination modern stamps spices this group
up. This accumulation closes with Hawaii and Canal Zone. There is strong value throughout especially in revenues and possessions.
Well centered stamps that are worth a good look.
S.B. 550.00
An excellent collection beautifully presented in a clean Scott album. It begins with Cuba and continues to Puerto Rico. Some possessions are more complete than others The Danish West Indies and the Philippines have the greater value and there are a few non-philatelic
items that add to the scope and interest of this collection. This is a very desirable holding that can be built upon.
S.B. 800.00

268 // Eleven heavy cartons full of everything UN from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as much packaging
as we could leaving only the useable pieces. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, plate blocks, sheets, minisheets, flags, UNICEF,
and anything else the agency was selling. Seems to stretch from around 1977 through the early part of 2007. Not necessarily a complete
run. Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock.
S.B. 800.00
269

A unique five volume neat and clean United Nations collection in Scott Specialty albums with slip cases and one binder. Includes
seldom seen postal card and aero gram specimens, booklets, Timor and Kosovo administrations, and many other items. Great lot for the
specialist.
S.B. 400.00
270 / Oh, have the mighty have fallen! Four cartons of United Nations running to 2000 mostly in albums and stockbooks. Hundreds and
hundreds of desirable mint and used stamps having useful backup. Offered inexpensively.
S.B. 130.00
271 / United Nations collection/accumulation in one carton. Collection runs from 1951 to 1995 mounted in clear mount in a Minuteman
binder having mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Also includes collector extras.
S.B. 95.00
272

/

273

/

274

/

A beautiful clean Canal Zone collection in a Scott album. It is almost complete missing only the rarities. It includes some punched
specimens. A great lot worthy of inspection.
S.B. 750.00
A manageable stock of Canal Zone early used stamps, modern plate blocks and blocks. The modern issues are fresh and clean
and the used are sound. This is a desirable lot for the Canal Zone dealer or collector. Take a few moments to check this one out.
S.B. 400.00
An excellent Canal Zone collection beautifully mounted on Scott specialty pages. A close look will reveal that many scarce items are
present and that these are quality stamps. This collection is begging to be completed and certainly worth a serious and careful look.
S.B. 375.00

275 // An impressive two volume Ryukyu Island mostly mint 1946-1970 collection neatly mounted in clean Scott Specialty albums with
slip cases. The stamp section appears to be nearly complete. Includes #17 with a PFC, airmails, revenues, postal cards, postal reply
cards, etc. Condition a little mixed yet much better than normally encountered. An enticing three volume 1909-1998 regular issue and
commemorative plate block collection harbored in Scott Specialty albums with slip cases. Pockets of value abound in both front of the
book and airmails. Most of the material we inspected tended to be hinged however we did spot some NH in critical areas. Centering is
consistent for the areas represented. The lot offers a fair entry point for the new plate block collector.
S.B. 1100.00
UNITED STATES AND GENRAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
276

/

277

/
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A predominately postage lot consisting of $2750 in regular postage including 859-893 NH plate blocks and 803-832 NH plate, another
$594 in face of $1 and up denominations. Also includins four 1053 NH plate blocks, an envelope of miscellaneous with a few better
plate blocks such as 833-834, C24 and C27-3, and lastly a sheet of 29c James Thurber stamp autographed by his daughter Rosemary
Thurber. A slightly odd grouping with excellent value for collector or dealer. Also includes a miniscule bit of general foreign.
S.B. 1700.00
Large worldwide collection in four packed albums. Many countries are well represented such as Afghanistan, Austria and Great
Britain. Many countries include back of the book items and some souvenir sheets have been noticed. The 1946 Peace issues for Great
Britain and its colonies are included. Close inspection is suggested as the condition is mixed.
S.B. 1400.00
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278

/

279

/

280

/

281 //
282

/

283

/

284 //

285

/

286 //
287 //
288

/

289 //

290 //

291 //
292

/

293

/

294 //
295 //

A very nice sixteen volume collection holding several thousand mostly different with issues to the early 1980’s. Some countries
are fairly sparse while others are well populated. This is especially true for the British overall. The albums and pages are clean. The
downside is the owner was a little over enthusiastic with his hinging so, some stamps are somewhat stuck down. With TLC most should
pop off. Suitable for expansion.
S.B. 1100.00
United States and worldwide selection from various decades of the 20th Century in eleven cartons. Consists of thousands and
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having lots of useful backup in albums, binders, stockbooks, binders, small boxes, glassines
etc. Many of the albums are remaindered. Would make a “fun” Spring sorting party.
S.B. 900.00
Catalog eater’s smorgasbord delight. A few dozen cataloged up, very mixed contents, job lots on stockpages, in glassines and in
envelopes. Stronger in the U.S. with a wide variety throughout. Needs inspection.
S.B. 900.00
United States and worldwide accumulation in three cartons. Most of the value is in the US postage having a concentration from the
mid-1970s to the 1990s. Bring your patience and a calculator and prepare to have some fun counting as it is well worth your time. Also
entails a small potpourri of United Nations and worldwide stamps and covers.
S.B. 850.00
Seventeen more heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies, 102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, albums, duplicates, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished
flyspecker, mixture, and job lot buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Way too much on and off paper (both
US and Foreign) in this messy bunch. Around 450 pounds of philatelic fun.
S.B. 800.00
Seventeen more heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies,
102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, albums, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished flyspecker and
mixture buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Way too much on and off paper (both US and Foreign) in this
messy bunch. Around 450 pounds of stuff to please any recycler.
S.B. 800.00
Everything But the Kitchen Sink. A philatelic smorgasbord in eight cartons, with an emphasis on variety and bulk. Contains off-paper
and on-paper mixtures in boxes and bags, along with hundreds of commercial mail covers. Packed with stockbooks of topical collections,
country accumulations, and twentieth-century assemblages. Features material from Western Europe, such as Germany, Luxembourg,
Switzerland, and Austria; Canada; and assorted other foreign countries, such as New Zealand and Ghana. Includes a representation of
US stamps and covers, plus UN year sets and accumulations. We find nothing rare or scarce, just loads of philatelic fun and laughs.
S.B. 700.00
United States and worldwide aggregation in twelve cartons. Thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps having enormous
backup existing on stock, album, counter, sales pages, glassines, baggies, envelopes etc. Inlcudes on and off paper. Could be some
nuggets but will take some time mining to find them. Would make excellent bourse boxes.
S.B. 650.00
Direct from the Cornhusker State, worldwide and US assortment in fourteen cartons. Comprises binders, albums, small boxes,
folder collections, glassines, envelopes, on/off paper, subscription items, and common covers etc. Entails thousands and thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup. Useful for constructing bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 550.00
A messy accumulation offered as received. Includes an elementary mint and used United States core collection, a core mint and used
elementary General Foreign collection, US postage types, a few covers and picture postcards and a bunch of mixed up stuff. Offered
cheaply for loads of fun.
S.B. 500.00
Three cartons of mainly worldwide but also some United States from the Gator Estate in three cartons. The majority of the value
is in the several mint sheet folders containing interesting worldwide as well as some US postage from the last fifty years of the 20th
Century. Also entails albums and stockbooks enclosing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having backup. Inspection recommended in order to find a comfortable biding number.
S.B. 500.00
United States and worldwide accumulation roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s in one each large and small carton. Contains
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having joyful backup in small boxes, envelopes, and manila stock pages. Parts
hve been in storage for decades. Entails a wee bit of US postage in sheets and a binder of mint transportation coils. An enjoyable Spring
sorting project.
S.B. 450.00
Accumulation of United States and worldwide in three banker boxes. Most of the value is in the owner’s count of $1,458.16 US
postage. One box contains mainly US commercial covers and postal stationery having some stretching back to WW II. Also involves
two old penny boards containing common Indian and Lincoln cents as well as one box having hundreds and hundreds of used and some
foreign common stamps in multiples. Needs to be repurposed into something useful.
S.B. 450.00
Consignment remainder group in 11 heavy cartons. Hordes of cheap mint and used in binders, remaindered collections, stock books,
hundreds and hundreds of sales cards. A true scavenger hunt for a patient philatelist.
S.B. 450.00
One kindly ladies three generation foreign stamp collection/accumulation in seven heavy cartons. Highlights include: a multi volume general one of a kind foreign stamp collection populated with thousands of fairly common packet and hand soaked stamps from
old letters, some US in the form of FDCs, small tubs of hand soaked US modern and others with foreign duplicates, a three volume
rudimentary used US collection, US postal stationery (mint and used), and a coupe of pizza sized boxes of duplicates. Fun lot to recycle
and enjoy again.
S.B. 425.00
A well used Scott International Junior Album ending in 1940 that has been stored in an unfriendly environment. The pages are
wrinkly and well worn but the stamps are in decent shape. There are over 11,000 stamps of mixed condition in this collection. Look
carefully to uncover the goodies.
S.B. 400.00
Direct from the Cornhusker State, United States and worldwide aggregation in twelve cartons. Thousands and thousands of common mint and used stamp having backup in small boxes, binders, folder collections, glassines, envelopes, baggies, on/off paper, and
common covers etc. Needs to find a new appreciative home.
S.B. 400.00
Direct from the Cornhusker State, worldwide and US aggregation in eleven cartons. Includes thousands and thousands of common
mint and used stamp having enormous backup in binders, albums, stockbooks, small boxes,, folder collections, glassines, on/off paper,
and common covers etc. What you see is what you get.
S.B. 375.00
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296 // United States and worldwide collections/assortment from mostly mid-2oth Century to the early 1990s in three cartons. Includes
basic collections of United States having mixed mint and used stamps, a wee bit of postage, Israel, United Nations, and one worldwide
album. The majority of the value is the twenty-one sterling silver medals in UN FDCs from 1971-1974. Rounding out this offering is
miscellany and several mainly opened stamp mounts.
S.B. 350.00
297 / A polite elementary consignment offered as received. Includes a basic contemporary plate block collection, a simple UN collection,
a skinny Vatican collection, and an empty brand new isolated Iceland collection partnered with a stockbook of mint issues ready for
action. Some postage added for a little philatelic flavor. A nice group to acquire to fend off the mid-winter blues.
S.B. 325.00
298 // Delicious leftovers. Worldwide odds and ends from a cancel expert. Treasures are hidden in the midst of the ordinary. Roughly
organized. Plenty of material for creating box lots and bourse grab bags, with lots of material to add to a private collection. Photos give
an indication of the variety and potential of this lot.
S.B. 325.00
299 // Michigan farm fresh barn find. Rudimentary US collections (3) along with some primitive children’s accumulations of US mint
and used, FDCs, etc. The best part is a totally unsearched old briefcase full of “family correspondence” from the 1840s through 1925.
Includes stampless, folded letters, Civil War era including a couple of patriotics, Spanish American War, WWI, Washington/Franklins,
etc. on cover. Letters included, many that have been separated from their original envelopes. Did you ever want to be the first philatelist
to go through a multi generational correspondence? A few hundred pieces in less than average condition. Will be fun to reconstruct a
true piece of Michigan history.
S.B. 325.00
300 // The remainder lot from the Gator Estate. Includes US, General Foreign stamp accumulations, Space related ephemera, a small batch
of FDC’s, etc. A mystery lot if there ever was one.
S.B. 300.00
301 // Assortment in two banker boxes. Most of the value is the United States postage having owner’s count of $468.44 in mostly three and
four cent blocks and three cent sheets, a Scott “Brownie” remaindered album from 1920-29, a binder of miscellaneous worldwide, and
a ¾ box filled with hundreds common worldwide #10 size commercial covers from the 1970s to 1990s. Useful.
S.B. 300.00
302 //() A selection of mostly 19th century used stamps some with interesting cancellations. There are a few mint issues. High catalog value
and condition is very mixed with sound stamps present. A small batch of General Foreign thrown in for ballast. This group deserves a
careful examination. Offered at a reasonable start.
S.B. 280.00
303 / An interesting stock of Cinderella material from the Gator Estate. Wide variety with very little duplication. Condition is mixed yet
better than normally encounter in a working stock. Good lot for the specialist.
S.B. 250.00
304 / Two cartons of mainly worldwide assortment from the mid to late 20th Century. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps having backup in several binders, small boxes, glassines etc. Some were purchased as new issues. Scrutiny suggested.
S.B. 200.00
305 // A comprehensive assortment of material beginning with US plate blocks from 1930s to 1962, and singles of the same time period
housed in Scott albums. There are mint sheets and blocks of about 140 face postage and over 180 first day covers most of which are US
but there are some UN covers. A Vatican album has a good start to about 1960 for a collector, with a few better items, souvenir sheet
#155 being one. Poland, Monaco and other countries are present. Mostly of very nice quality.
S.B. 180.00
306 // Selection in six cartons. Comprises two cartons of mostly A-J remaindered collections with Austria, Ireland, Eritrea, Czechoslovakia,
Japan, Bermuda etc. and four cartons of US FDCs from the 1930s to 1990s having some better higher denominations. Call for shipping
quote.
S.B. 150.00
307 // A closet cleaning consignment remainder lot offered as received. The value in the United States lies in face whether it be in modern
year sets or loose. The value in the General Foreign is in two elementary albums with a few stamps inside and the loose material waiting
for a new home. Some miscellaneous covers thrown in for a bonus. Loads of fun for very little money.
S.B. 80.00
GENRAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
Lots 308 to 320 are a mint and used stock from the Gator Estate nested in 102 size red boxes.
Not many items with retail prices less than $5.00, running up to $25.00 to $30.00. All sets or key values with very little duplication of mainly Fine or better condition. A pure separation from the herd type stock. A perfect turnkey opportunity.
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

British
British America
British Pacific
Europe
Latin America
Western Europe and Colonies
France and Colonies
Great Britain, Channel Islands, and Offices
Greenland to Liechtenstein
Indonesia to Thailand
Switzerland to Zimbabwe, Mideast
Tokelau Islands to Brazill
Uruguay, Venezuela, Asia to Hungary

321

/

A mixed assortment of better mint and used 19th and 20th century singles and sets neatly arranged in a small stock book. Condition very mixed. Lots of meaningful value offered cheaply.
Cat. 10850.00
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S.B. 3250.00
S.B. 3750.00
S.B. 2400.00
S.B. 3000.00
S.B. 1000.00
S.B. 5500.00
S.B. 1500.00
S.B. 2300.00
S.B. 2100.00
S.B. 650.00
S.B. 2900.00
S.B. 750.00
S.B. 1100.00
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322



Mint sheet and large multiples accumulation in six mint sheet files. Countries include: Germany, Saar, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Laos, and Ghana. Inventory included.
Cat. 4167.00
323 // Accumulation set up as a dealer’s stock in 91 counterbooks. Mainly British with many sets, short sets and individual values. Some
duplication but not excessive. Kind of sloppy in appearance as the books have gotten somewhat out of order, within and of themselves.
Also, the over filling of pages have caused them to collapse under their own weight and on top of all this, the extraneous writing is
confusing. This aside, there is much better material throughout to warrant careful viewing.
Cat. 3500.00
324 / The world is your oyster or in this case a thousand plus worldwide stamps. Three boxes, a total of ten albums, with many mint sets
and a number of desirable stamps. Owners unverified catalog is over $31,600. A good bread and butter group in need of some fixings.
Worthy of your inspection.
S.B. 2500.00
325 // Untouched, original foreign stamp collection in a variety of overlapping, clean, reusable Scott albums 1840-1960. The value
is in the four volume 1840-1940 International A-Z collection housing our estimate of 40,000 - 65,000 different collectable stamps.
Value in the sheer number of stamps with the first four volumes estimated to be 70% full. Surprises abound with nary a page without
something to notice. A preponderance of packet material spiced up with sets, singles, and covers that tickled the former owner’s fancy.
Extra quadrille and blank pages along with stamps in the margins is the norm. Includes a total of 17 albums (four full, 7moderately
filled, and six fairly sparse) which need to be boiled down into a main collection that will then have pages to 1960. Easily continuable
or broken down as single country groups. Viewing is necessary for this as it will be a popular lot.
S.B. 2500.00
326

/

17 Scott Specialty albums nice condition, mainly British Commonwealth. Some are moderately filled, most are somewhat sparse.
Areas include British Pacific, Atlantic, and Caribbean; Australia, Ireland, Grenada, and Falklands. Also includes a scattering of Europe,
Germany, France, and Great Britain. A great lot to get a start in some new areas.
S.B. 1800.00
327 / Delectable ten carton leftover group from a large consignment. Folder collections galore with a dozen or so world and country collection albums, one of which is a lot better than the others. Thousands and thousands of collectable stamps with many, many surprises.
Latin America is specifically strong with dozens of stand alone retail groups possible. The odd and unusual are here, too. With folder
groups of Ethiopia and Burundi shining above the common. Little British area or Europe. If you are looking for a large, unusual job lot
for your internet retail business, look no further. This is one of the best bargains in the sale. Take a look-see. You will be glad you did.
S.B. 1800.00
328 // All the bulk from a large, last minute, consignment. Ranges in interest from topical foreign accumulations (both on and off paper),
all the way up to a few stand alone country collections that would usually be single box lots in our auction. Includes: shoeboxes, albums, A world collection or two, binders, stockbooks, glassines, plastic bags, small pizza size boxes, stockcards, old album leaves, the
occasional cover, etc. Thousands and thousands of stamps. Mixed condition.Totally unsearched with the nuggets all still included. Only
the good US has been removed by us to another individual lot.Better than our usual bulk lots. You should carefully search this one for
our estimate is just a guess. Perfect large job lot for the internet marketeer.
S.B. 1800.00
329 // German, Austrian, and Swiss Philatelic Pageant. Two-carton accumulation of old album pages with or without binders, stockbooks,
file folders, glassines, and a smattering of covers. Nineteenth century to 1980’s and beyond. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB.
Various levels of duplication. Needs sorting, organizing, and mounting; could yield multiple intermediate-or-better collections. Many
surprises and complete sets. Enormous overall catalogue value. Also suitable as a source for dealer stock. Wow!
S.B. 1500.00
330 / Fantastic worldwide selection mainly from the late 19th Century to the 1960s in four cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps having pleasing backup in old-style albums, stockbooks and some folders. From the Northwest suburbs accumulator who really
enjoyed his stamps. You will not go wrong viewing and bidding on this lot.
S.B. 1400.00
331 / Souvenir sheet stock brimming with better items from many different countries. They are housed in nine binders and can be easily
viewed. This quality material presents a good opportunity for an internet or show dealer.
S.B. 1200.00
332 / Frankenstein assemblage of fifteen somewhat disheveled Minkus Master Global albums from the 1860s to the 1980s in five cartons.
Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having backup. Ideal for breakdown into folder collections.
S.B. 1200.00
333 / World Accumulation. Massive amount of clean, fresh, collectable material in six large cartons. Contains about sixty different
binders, albums, and stockbooks of diverse quantity and quality. Includes like-new Lighthouse album collections, an India collection
on Scott International pages, an English Imperial with much vintage GB and colonies, an old Schaubek Germany, White Ace Europa
albums, mint British Commonwealth, and much face value postage from GB and Canada. Plus way, way, way more! Perfect for eBay
merchants, bourse dealers, packet makers, and worldwide collectors!
S.B. 1200.00
334 // Consignment balance stored in stock books, sales books, glassines, and even loose. Good value in Canada and Provinces, Hong Kong,
China, Scandinavia year sets, Monaco, and Great Britain. Better take a look there could be more that we missed.
S.B. 1150.00
335 / Top-Notch Retail Accumulation. High-quality singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from numerous countries. Especially strong representation of Europe, with a few U.S. items thrown in. Includes assorted time periods, with an emphasis on pre-1960 issues. Mint or used
with a variety of cancels. Housed in sales cards and full-page stock sheets. Everything identified and priced according to a recent Scott
catalog. Over $7,000 owner’s catalog value. Important opportunity to acquire a large amount of clean, attractive, popular stock.
S.B. 1000.00
336 / Four old Brownies (1840-1929) from an East Coast estate. Three continuous albums. Once was only two, Nineteenth Century and
1900-1919, but in the early 1920s they published the real second album in the set. So Volume two overlaps 1900-1919 and 1900-1920.
Remaindered, but thousands of stamps remain. The albums themselves are coming apart with all four needing rebinding. Enough stamps
to consider continuing and going through the hassle of rebinding. A diamond in the rough 1840-1929 collection.
S.B. 1000.00
337 / A-Z collection in nine Scott Specialty albums from the 1880s to the mid-1960s in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Spotted no scarce items but still an original collector’s collection worthy of your
attention.
S.B. 1000.00
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338 // Philatelic Tossed Salad. Wow! Fourteen cartons of fun and value for the right individual. Three boxes of Switzerland, along with
two boxes of France, represent the strongest part of this lot. The remaining boxes feature stamps, covers, and postcards from around the
world. There is even a bit of U.S. postage to consider. Plenty of variety, quantity, and levels of quality will guarantee hours of entertainment to the winner of this assemblage. Don’t forget to bring your own dressing.
S.B. 1000.00
339 / Weightlifter Special of around forty-five beginner or intermediate albums in ten cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps roughly from the 1960s to 1980s. There are a few Mystic foreign creations including a pretty appealing North Korea (Un?) but
the largest amount appears to be in multiple general country collections involving Hungary, Vietnam, Christmas, Millennial, Bulgaria,
and Soviet Union. Also contains a few empty like new albums noted for accuracy.
S.B. 950.00
340 / Dealer’s stock of fairly modern souvenir sheets, booklets, and large pieces. Almost all mint NH with very little duplication. A perfect
turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 900.00
341 / Fifteen heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies, stockpages,
stocksheets, folder collections, albums, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished flyspecker. Thousands and thousands of
stamps in mixed condition. Around 400 pounds of philatelic fun.
S.B. 900.00
342 / About one hundred worldwide folder collections in large manila envelopes from the Gator Estate in two cartons Thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles mainly from the 1870s to the 1970s. Includes Latin America, Germany and Area,
Europe, French colonies, and miscellany. Recently cataloged and discounted prices by the owner for sale. Already to sell at a percentage.
S.B. 850.00
343 / An eclectic assembly of mainly 20th century mint and used singles and sets. Good value in Austria, Asia, European souvenir sheets
and Germany. No duplication with mixed condition.
S.B. 800.00
344 / Fifteen more, messy, heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies, 102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, albums, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished flyspecker
and mixture buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Way too much on and off paper in this conglomeration.
Around 300 pounds of stuff to sort.
S.B. 800.00
345 / Sixteen more heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies,
102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, albums, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished flyspecker and
mixture buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Way too much on and off paper in this messy bunch. Around
400 pounds of philatelic fun.
S.B. 800.00
346 / A show dealer’s table sweepings lot. Includes 102 half price sales cards filling 2½ boxes and 18 individually priced collections an or
accumulations. Loads of stamps offered appropriately for what it is.
S.B. 750.00
347 // Remains of a huge world collection in eleven heavy cartons. This over 250 pound lot varies in quality and condition from full cartons of sorted stamps in glassines to probably a full carton of over 30 pounds US and foreign on paper mix from the 19th Century to
the 1990s. Includes a few sparse stockbooks and albums, plus a few hundred of mainly common covers. Thousands and thousands of
worldwide stamps to enjoy and rediscover. Will require patients, a long look, sorting skills, and perhaps a small campfire for culling
out the useless.
S.B. 750.00
348 / A very nice clean group of nineteenth and early twentieth century stamps of Europe and some U.S. Areas with strong representation are the Scandinavian countries, France and Austria. The condition is above average and there is huge catalog value. Great lot for
the internet or show dealer.
S.B. 700.00
349 / A noble endeavor of accumulating as much low priced almost entirely NH singles and or sets as possible of the “A” to “L”
countries. Stuffed in 42 small binders you will find mostly under $1.00 to maybe up to $10.00 priced items. The key to understanding
the group is to think in terms of a stock of priced mainly under $1.00 items with no to minimal duplication.
S.B. 700.00
350 / A noble endeavor of accumulating as much low priced almost entirely NH singles and or sets as possible of the “L” to “Z” countries. Stuffed in 42 small binders you will find mostly under $1.00 to maybe up to $10.00 priced items. The key to understanding the
group is to think in terms of a stock of priced mainly under $1.00 items with no to minimal duplication.
S.B. 700.00
351 / Fourteen messy heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies,
102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, albums, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished flyspecker and
mixture buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Way too much on and off paper (both US and Foreign) in this
mish-mash. Around 250 pounds of stuff to sort the night away.
S.B. 700.00
352 // Eight cartons containing a large worldwide assortment. Thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps having plenty of backup
in binders, envelopes, glassine etc. Has a strong presence from South America which are organized on manila stock pages or envelopes
plus miscellaneous worldwide, Also includes a selection of common commercial covers. Viewing would be beneficial. S.B. 650.00
353 // Dozens of Neanderthal or picked over collections, stockbooks with their contents spilling and counterbooks which are repetitive.
Useful selections with some extra effort required which will prove profitable at bourses or on the internet.
S.B. 650.00
354 // Consignment remainder filling nine large and medium size cartons. Includes stamps sorted on a couple thousand 102 size salescards,
U.S. and worldwide 1st days, topical collections, a few hundred APS sales pages, various collections and stockbooks, Canadian year
sets, etc.. An original collector’s hoard.
S.B. 650.00
355

A plump stock book brimming with NH souvenir sheets. Ranging from about 2000 to 2016 with very little duplication. New issue
cost around $1490.00. Good clean lot for the topical oriented individual.
S.B. 600.00
356 / A pleasant assortment of better mint and used 19th and 20th century singles, sets, and a few souvenir sheets neatly arranged in a
small stock book. Condition mixed. Enticing amount of value will become evident.
S.B. 600.00
357 / Fourteen messy heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines and baggies,
102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, albums, etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished flyspecker and
mixture buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Way too much on and off paper (both US and Foreign) in this
mish-mash. Around 220 pounds of stuff to recycle and enjoy.
S.B. 600.00
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Thirteen disheveled, messy heavy cartons from the North West Suburban hoard. Off paper, on paper, loose, sorted into glassines
and baggies, 102 size cards, stockpages, stocksheets, folder collections, binders etc. Hoarded over many years by an accomplished
flyspecker and mixture buyer. Thousands and thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Duplication. Way too much on and off paper
(old Pennyland Foreign) in this mish-mash. Over 200 pounds of stuff to sort the Winter away.
S.B. 600.00
359 // End of a consignment group hiding in five heavy cartons. Was once an African Missionary’s collection so plenty of value in Independent Africa 1969-1985 which includes a bunch of FDCs. Mixed condition. Huge catalog potential. Highlights include: a remaindered
old Junior album or two, a dozen or so jammed stockbooks, a few folder, collection, and stockpage groups, a couple of interesting
counterbooks, and the obligatory small and not so small messy boxes. Plenty of surprises make this one more fun than most to break
down.
S.B. 550.00
360

A comprehensive assortment of souvenir sheets dating around 2000 to 2015. A lovely lot for the topical dealer with a range of
themes from art (mostly painting), famous people, prehistoric animals, fungi and space.The new issue cost was $1500. An especially
clean and fresh collection.
S.B. 550.00
361

Beautiful collection of souvenir sheets of various topics. Some are Star Trek, Shakespeare, military and famous battles, actors and
other famous people such as Abraham Lincoln, famous artist, space exploration and fungi. New issue cost was $1400. This is a great
lot for the topical collector.
S.B. 550.00
362 / Eclectic worldwide roughly from the 1860s to the 1980s. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having interesting backup. Involves a stockbook of Mongolia, a binder of miscellaneous worldwide,
Bolivia, Venezuela, Romania on stock pages, Brazil on quadtiile pages, Austria on album pages, Vietnam, North Korea plus miscellany.
Careful deliberation required.
S.B. 550.00
363 / Three cartons of worldwide collections/accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps in partial, full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having plenty of backup. Mainly in binders on somewhat remaindered
preprinted, computer-generated albums pages and manila stockpages. Final destination a nickel table or bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 550.00
364 / Three cartons containing eleven Scott International albums roughly from the 1880s to the 1960s. Involves thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Several of the albums are sparsely populated and two are empty. A good foundation for building a worldwide collection.
S.B. 500.00
365

This clean accumulation of souvenir sheets focuses on art but there are many other topics such as, musicians, royalty, animals, flowers and a few space items. New issue cost $1375. A delightful group worth your time for viewing.
S.B. 500.00
366

/

Accumulation of old worldwide albums filling two large cartons. The two Minkus Master Globals and an international junior are
best. Thousands of stamps 1840-1965. Eight albums in total from slightly remaindered to well packed. Mainly packet stamps with an
occasional surprise. Fun lot to recycle.
S.B. 500.00
367 / Worthwhile assortment of better mint and used 19th and 20th century singles and sets neatly arranged in a small stock book.
Condition mixed. Lots of meaningful value.
S.B. 500.00
368 // Truly this is a worldwide accumulation. The first part has a nice representation of Swiss, France and Colonies and mint Japan. There
are also selections from Latin America, Africa and East Asia. The Philippines stock is especially strong along with Indonesia. A selection of modern covers and a 1907 Scott Postage Stamp Catalog accompanies this dealer’s stock. Condition is mixed and examination
is recommended.
S.B. 500.00
369 / Four carton worldwide selection roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Comprises hundred and hundreds of mint and
used stamps having backup in albums, stockbooks, cigar, and shoe boxes. Includes several vintage 19th Century albums and a seven
volume Minkus collection of Israel. Inspection warranted.
S.B. 500.00
370 / A pleasing assembly of better mint and used 19th and 20th century singles and sets neatly arranged in a small stock book. Condition mixed yet better than normally encountered. Decent amount of value nested in a small area.
S.B. 475.00
371

A beautiful accumulation of singles, sets and souvenir sheets. The sets are complete with many having a maritime theme. The
new issue cost of this lot was $1529. This is a clean attractive lot for the topical or British collector. Well worth a good look.
S.B. 475.00
372 // Something for Everyone. Five large cartons of general foreign pleasure, with a smattering of U.S. tossed in. Includes (1) seven
albums from the Scott International Series, twentieth century--some very sparsely populated, others with well-filled pages; (2) one-volume intermediate Nicaraguan collection; (3) one box of assorted mint singles and sets, 1950’s and later; (4) a pile of file folders, stamps
stuffed in page protectors, and binders--filled with topical material, some duplication; and (5) a large box of philatelic and commercial
covers. Much of the material not in albums focuses on flowers and nature on stamps. Clean and ready for culling, trading, packet making, and collecting.
S.B. 450.00
373 / Approximately a hundred counterbooks containing many thousand stamps. Essentially all low grade retail items with more used
than mint. Could be beneficial for cancel searching or profitable at bourses to let people pick at a certain price across the board. Have
a quick look, you might get a good buy.
S.B. 450.00
374 / A perky mixture of better mint and used 19th and 20th century singles and sets neatly arranged in a small stock book. Condition
mixed. Lots of evocative value presented for what it is.
S.B. 400.00
375

Six returned auction lots. Two for miss identification and four for condition issues. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 400.00
376 // Direct from the Cornhusker State, worldwide accumulation in ten cartons. Involves binders, red boxes, small boxes, on, off paper,
on paper, loose, folder collections, common cover etc. Thousands of stamps in mixed condition having backup. Lots of stuff to pass the
Winter away.
S.B. 400.00
377 / Mostly mint NH collections of all different in four primarily expensive albums. Includes in approximate order of value, Cyprus,
Liechtenstein, former soviet republics and Malta. Many complete sets all F-VF or better throughout.
S.B. 375.00
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Consignment balance in six small sales books, four 102 size red boxes, a larger binder and a small white box. Includes some 4¢
plate blocks. The strength lays in several hundred 102 size sales cards housing basically lower to medium value Vatican City and Japan.
Condition is mixed. A easily digestible assembly
S.B. 375.00
379 / The easily saleable parts of a large consignment filling a medium sized carton. Embraces more than a handful of German Numisblatter cards with commemorative coins and stamps together in a pleasing format along with basic face groups of US, Canadian, and
UN. Does include a few UN # 38 both mint and on cover. A true bargain at the reserve.
S.B. 350.00
380 / Three cartons of mostly worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Thousands of manly common mint and
used stamps having backup in ten counter books, plastic tubes, small boxes in glassines. Includes a box of Jackson, Michigan 1859 to
1884 insurance documents. Owner’s optimistic values should be disregarded when calculating this holding. Useful for constructing
bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 350.00
381 // Three cartons of miscellaneous worldwide having a concentration from the mid-20th Century to the early 1990s. Comprises
hundreds and hundreds of mixes mint and used stamps having backup in albums, stock pages, various envelopes, and binders. Involves
Russia, Poland, Space Topical plus some covers. Worth viewing.
S.B. 350.00
382 / Collector’s duplicates in a variety of “red” boxes holding thousands of 102 sized cards. The vast majority are German Area, but
general foreign make up around 20 percent of the dozen or so groups. Mixed mint and used. Mixed condition. Be careful no to get too
excited when rarities appear. they are all pictures from auction catalogs and not stamps at all! Enough decent runs for a productive lot,
but the fakes removed the wind from our sails. Viewing necessary.
S.B. 325.00
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Thousands of stamps sorted in glassines. The 10x12x16 pile weighs approximately 19 lbs. (not including box). Includes a wide variety
of mint and used stamps with minimal duplication for this type of lot. General collector take note.
S.B. 325.00
Three cartons of worldwide. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in eight Minkus
albums having a A-Z collection from the late 19th Century with pages to 1993 as well a selection of binders with the collector’s duplicates. Clean and ready for continuation.
S.B. 300.00
Three cartons of having eight Minkus Global albums which appear to be two collections. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps from various decades of the 20th Century. Tagging along for the ride is binder of Swiss and Irish. Lots of fun material for
the value.
S.B. 300.00
Worldwide selection from the 1880s to the 1980s in six cartons. Involves thirty-eight three ring binders having used stamps on homemade pages in multiples having the owner’s count for each country. Consists of 10,400 Canada, 1,368 DDR, 4,500 Germany, 6,915
Great Britain, 6,170 Australia, 3,552 Austria, 1,603 Czechoslovakia 1,934 Hungary, and 3,986 Japan. Good for searching for cancels.
S.B. 300.00
Eleven cartons worldwide assortment. Thousands of mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in dozens of small boxes having
various stamps sorted by countries, a selecton of folder collections, and seven Citation albums. A plethora of material waiting to be
view. Take a peek.
S.B. 300.00
Intriguing worldwide in three cartons roughly from the mid-20th Century to 2012. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
mostly binders, stockbooks, and albums. Has a strong presence of topical material that appears to have been purchased as new issues.
Worthy of your inspection.
S.B. 300.00
Worldwide holding mainly from the mid-20th Century to the 1980s in one each large and small carton. Entails hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having backup. Involves a stockbook of Canada postage, five year sets from 1978 to 1982, a
stockbook of United Nations miscellaneous worldwide on manila stock pages in binders, several bags of on/off paper and miscellany.
Useful selection.
S.B. 300.00
Scary Philatelic Mishmash. Four cartons filled with diverse worldwide collections and topical material. Features four albums,
eleven stockbooks, an assortment of file folders, and a small pile of year sets. Lot focuses on Austria, Switzerland, U.S., Kennedy,
Christmas, stained glass, Liechtenstein, U.N., and much more. Thousands and thousands of mint stamps and numerous covers. But
watch out! There is extensive damage due to improper storage. Problems include toning, foxing, etc. Large pockets of material can be
salvaged; however, each stamp or cover should be examined individually. Ideal for a brave entrepreneur looking for a new project.
S.B. 300.00
Thousands of stamps sorted by country in #10 window envelopes filling a 18x12x12 box. Looks to be a good variety of mainly
used from 19th century issues to fairly contemporary, leaning more towards the latter. Good time eater for not much money.
S.B. 270.00
A simple accumulation of four Scott Internationals containing mint and used 1950’s issues with an occasional better item spotted.
Also includes near empty Statesman and Ambassador albums. Perfect for the general accumulator.
S.B. 220.00
Late 19th Century to the 1930s worldwide selection in a banker’s box. Hundreds and hundreds of used and mint stamps having
duplication on album pages in binders or large manila envelopes. Somewhat disheveled but reorganization would be beneficial. Older
catalog values need to be used only as a guide and should be disregarded.
S.B. 200.00
New issues assortment roughly from the 1960s to 1980s in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets mainly in glassines having useful backup in six medium pizza size boxes. Unfortunately, these stamps were stored
in a humid climate which resulted in the glassines and possibly many of the stamps reacting to this humidity with minor to light foxing
or toning. Necessary to inspect. Please see photos.
S.B. 200.00
Worldwide assortment in two cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having backup. Includes two basic albums of Netherlands and colonies to the 1970s, binder of Eastern Europe
from Azerbaijan to Ukraine on album pages from the 1990s to 2005, Nepal from 1968 to 2001 and New Hebrides to 1978 collections.
Likewise, comprises miscellaneous worldwide in glassines having hours and hours of sorting fun.
S.B. 200.00
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One banker’s box of miscellaneous worldwide running from various decades of the 20th Century ending in the mid-1990s.
Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having some backup mainly on manila stock, album pages as well in envelopes.
Needs sorting into logical units.
S.B. 200.00
Two cartons of miscellaneous worldwide roughly from the mid to late 20th Century. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps having backup in several albums as well as in glassines, small boxes, and loose. Includes an unused Great Britain #2 Davo
album and slipcase. Likewise, involves Great Britain postage to be counted as well as the miscellany common worldwide and United
States stamps coming along for the ride.
S.B. 200.00
A consignment balance including a nice group of India and UN covers. There is also a topical collection of Black composers and a
special collection of Paul Robeson material. Worth exploring.
S.B. 180.00
Worldwide assortment in fourteen binder on manila stock pages in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of common mixed mint
and used stamps having duplication roughly various period of the 290h Century ending near the 1980s. Good for selling by the page or
for a nickel table.
S.B. 150.00
Nice and Easy. Small box filled with singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from Belgium, Canada, Germany, Sweden, Finland, France,
etc. Even some U.S. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Owner’s catalog is over $2700. Take a look and see what you can use
for your collection or retail stock.
S.B. 130.00
A worldwide collection in seven International Scott albums. Many of the countries have a few stamps but Denmark, France, Japan,
Germany and others are better represented. This is a collection to be continued.
S.B. 120.00
A hand selected assembly of better singles and sets. Solid value with no duplication. Condition a little mixed. Easy lot to figure.
S.B. 110.00

GENERAL FOREIGN WITH UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
403

/

A philatelic explosion resulting in a 77 volume collection. The first half of the albums are of various populations yet the collector was
a philatelic monster as he just wanted to fill as many spaces as possible with a whooping number $5-$20 cataloging items. The second
half shows he was running out of gas as the albums are very sparsely to empty. There is a United States book though not robust does
have an occasional zinger in the mix. The original cost just in albums is mind numbing yet it can be your if you have the courage and
space to continue the quest.
S.B. 3000.00

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
404

/

405

/

Impressive topical collection from the 1950 to the 1980s in five cartons. Thousands of mint stamp in full sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets in mounts. Consists of an A-Z United Nations related collection in twenty-nine KaBe albums and four additional albums of World
Refugee, Freedom from Hunger, and WHO. Unfortunately, this collection was stored in a humid climate which resulted in many of
the stamps reacting to this humidity with minor to excessive foxing and toning. Still plenty of material to satisfy your topical cravings.
Needs examination to come up with a comfortable number. Please see photos.
S.B. 2200.00

Mind blowing mystic monster accumulation from the heritage section roughly from the 1970s to early 2000s in seventeen cartons. Tens of thousands of mint, CTO, and used stamps having plentyof backup with many in their original sale packaging. Loaded
with topicals including royalty, antique cars, famous people, fish, ships, animals, sports, etc. Also involves miscellaneous worldwide
loose in envelopes. Needs examination in order to come up with the right number. A topical collector paradise. Happy searching.
S.B. 1500.00
406 / Europa and related items from 1956 to 2005 in six cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
souvenir sheets in seventeen Lighthouse hingeless albums of which one is empty and twelve binders of souvenir sheets and extra items.
Appears to be a collection. Huge original costs. Popular topical offered for your viewing pleasure.
S.B. 950.00
407 // Marvelous topical selection mostly from the 1950s to 1990s in ten cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in albums, binders and stockbooks. Some subjects are Boy Scouts, Flowers, Birds, Flags, JFK, Women, and US Civil War.
An eclectic holding tailor made for the eclectic collector or dealer. A most desirable lot.
S.B. 850.00
408 / Tremendous mainly UPU and related selection from 1947 (no 1949) to the 1980s in five cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds
of mainly mint stamps in albums, stockbooks, and presentation folders. Incorporates a nice offering of 1947 British colonies folders as
issued having the stamps pasted in the folders. A lovely lot for the topical collector or dealer.
S.B. 650.00
409 / A highly specialized group of medically related material. Many first day covers, plate blocks, Christmas Seals beginning in 1927, mint
sheets related to the medical field, and promotional items can be found. The foreign items are a worldwide accumulation also related to
medicine. If you specialize in this area or if you have an interest in this area, this will get you off to a good start.
S.B. 400.00
410 / Eight stuffed bulbous cartons filled with thousands of mint and CTO topical related issues. Massive duplication of just as they
came out of the printing facility. You can find the unverified inventory within the images attached to the lot.
S.B. 400.00
411

Mason topical 1958-1969. During this period a young man from Pennsylvania who had been made a 33rd Degree Mason, attempted to
get an autographed US FDC with Masonic themes and a letter on official “poohbah” stationery from each and every living 33rd Degree
Mason. This five volume collection of dozens and dozens of letters and signed FDCs is the fruits of this labor. Includes: names, titles,
ranks, and serial numbers from all over the world. Mainly US. Along for the ride is a quasi related scrapbook of pictures. You will never
see another.
S.B. 325.00
412

One large carton of topicals from the 1950s to 1980s. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets on 102 cards in eighteen counter books. Some topicals are sports, Europa, religion etc. From a smoker which will need a little
work to make it fresh again.
S.B. 240.00
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Two carton accumulation from China and Hong Kong from the Northwest Suburban hoard. Thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps having enjoyable backup mainly from the 1880s to the 1980s in folder collections, stock, counter pages, glassines etc. Superb for
discovering cancellations, color, perforation varieties. A collector or specialist of this area will relish inspecting.
S.B. 2000.00
Asia Cleanout. Two cartons of somewhat sorted and organized singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from large and small countries in
Asia, nineteenth century to 2000. Small number of covers along for the ride. Not for the faint-hearted, but enormous potential possible.
Noticed representation of Laos, Indonesia, Cambodia, Vietnam, Indochina, Thailand, Afghanistan, and much more. Mint and used, with
varying condition. Features seven stockbooks or binders and over twenty file folders of hinged and mounted material. Many surprises
and enormous catalogue value. Will require culling and remounting. Duplication present, but can be used for trading or resale. Let the
good times roll!
S.B. 1800.00
Beginning with Cambodia #1-17 this group has many desirable stamps from a variety of countries. There is a good selection
from Japan with #166 and 436 being among the better ones. Nepal and Tibet also have interesting items. This is a great lot for the Asian
collector and careful examination is required.
S.B. 750.00
One carton of Asia roughly from 1920s to the 1980s. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having backup in one
album several small stockbooks, and folders. Encompasses mainly Indonesia, Philippines, Netherlands East Indies, and South Vietnam.
S.B. 150.00
Beginning with Barbados and continuing to Egypt this is a very clean collection. The stamps are mostly mint with many complete
sets. As you peruse the album you will note that the previous owner was a conscientious collector. This is a lovely collection that requires
updating.
Cat. 13,220.00
This mostly mint collection begins with Egypt and continues to Kuwait. There are many strong parts including the early Falkland
Islands, Fiji, Gibraltar and Jamaica. This is a very clean collection in tip top condition that has many complete sets. It is worth your time
to inspect this collection…and enjoy.
Cat. 10,180.00
A very nice attractive collection that has many mint sets throughout. Special attention should be paid to North Borneo, Northern
Rhodesia, Qatar, St. Helena, Sierra Leone and Sarawak. High value stamps are present in this very clean holding. This is a beautiful
collection waiting to be completed.
Cat. 8200.00
A mostly useful collector’s collection with many mostly mint sets. It begins with part two of a Kuwait collection and continues to New
Zealand. Better material can be found throughout including early Malayan states, early Malta, Mauritius sets and early New Zealand.
A very desirable collection in tip top condition.
Cat. 8080.00
British colonies collections/accumulation in five cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having joyful backup in albums,
binders, stockbooks, folders, and glassines mainly from the 1880s to the 1980s. A most useful selection which would benefit the collector
or dealer alike. Profits to be turned.
S.B. 1200.00
Useful group on forty-four black stockcards. All medium to better grade retail items. Strong in the African colonies. Runs from the
Victorian period to early QEII. Mostly F-VF
S.B. 1100.00
Eighteen collections set up for easy resale. A few of the more notables are Hong Kong, Great Britain, Cook Islands, Canada, Ceylon,
Nepal and Ireland. Each one is basically a one of a kind type, either mounted on pages or on black stockpages. Many better values and
sets throughout.
S.B. 1050.00
A patchwork of 19th and 20th century mint and used issues nested in an assortment of old collections in various forms of being
remaindered. A broad assortment of counties sprinkled around to be organized into some semblance of order. Condition a little mixed.
A wonderful winter adventure waiting for the patient collector looking for a soothing philatelic therapy.
S.B. 800.00
British colonies selection from the 1950s to 1980s in 102 cards in twenty-seven counter books in two large cartons. Comprises
hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. From a smoker which will need a little work and Febreze to
make it fresh again.
S.B. 750.00
Great Britain and colonies selection from the 1860s to 1981 in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets mainly on album pages. Incorporates a Montserrat collection on quadrille pages
from the 1920s to 1960s including a neat set of George V “Specimen”, Great Britain, Egypt cancel assortment, Transvaal, Canada face of
around $400, a 1981 Royal Wedding collection in two binders plus interesting miscellaneous. Not to be missed.
S.B. 650.00
Great Britain collection/assortment from the 1860s to the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands of used stamps having backup mainly
and arranged and identified by cities and towns cancellations in binders. Commercial covers, postcards, and postal stationery are also
sprinkled throughout. Includes Scottish numerical cancellations, Machins and a neat jammed small stockbook of Penny Reds. Also
involves British colonies postmark selection including New Zealand, Cape Colony, etc, postmark selection. A specialist in this area will
go gaga over this holding.
S.B. 600.00
Small group of 20th century better singles and sets on sales pages. No duplication, condition is mixed. Would make a easy infusion
into a growing collection.
S.B. 500.00
A dealer’s stock of British and Commonwealth stamps as well as, Australia, Ireland and New Zealand. There are thousands of
items with better throughout. Beside the definitives and commemoratives there are specialty sets like the Royal Wedding book with unmounted stamps and World Wildlife Fund commemoratives. The Ireland stamps of interest are #23-25 used, 44-55 MH, 65-76 used and
537-556 MNH. Owners catalog value for the extensive Australian/New Zealand stamps is $2,700 and total catalog value is over $7,000.
Many other Commonwealths are represented. Close inspection is needed to come up with the right number.
S.B. 450.00
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Silver wedding stamps from Aden to Zanzibar. A nice comprehensive group for the topical collector or specialist. Fresh condition
and worth a look.
S.B. 425.00
Interesting British Africa mint and used stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the later 19th and early to middle 20th century.
A few varieties and some better values with very little duplication. Condition is mixed; worth a serious look.
S.B. 2100.00
A few thousand stamps mounted on pages and sorted on stock pages. More than half are mint, and many are never hinged. This
selection includes Great Britain, Australia, Gibraltar, India, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis and Ireland. Although this is a pedestrian collection there are gems here and there with Ireland being the strongest.
S.B. 600.00
Intriguing mint and used British Asia and Middle East stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the later 19th and early to middle
20th century. Includes a few varieties and some better values with very little duplication. Few possible dubious items present. Condition
is mixed and worth a serious look.
S.B. 1500.00
Useful mint and used British Caribbean stock. Mainly medium values with most of the value laying in the later 19th and early 20th
century issues. Includes a few interesting varieties and a few multiples. Very little duplication. Mixed condition. Loads of catalog value.
Easy to integrate into an existing stock or sliding into a collection.
S.B. 3000.00
A small mint and used British Europe stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the 19th and early to middle 20th century with a
nice selection varieties and cancels scattered about. Mostly medium to higher priced items throughout with very little duplication and a
few dubious. Condition is mixed yet better than normally encounter in a working stock. Would make a nice addition to any collection
or stock.
S.B. 750.00
A unyielding mint and used British Pacific stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the 19th and early to middle 20th century.
Mostly medium to higher priced items throughout with very little duplication. Condition is mixed yet better than normally encounter
in a working stock. A great holding ready to aquire.
S.B. 2100.00

Eastern Europe
437 / Three country collections set up for retail. In approximate order of value they are Bulgaria, Hungary and Yugoslavia. All totaled
there are many hundreds of mostly different with some better values and many mint or used sets. Easily sold just as they are at some
percentage of the current retail.
Cat. 3520.00
438 / A fantastic holding of scarcer items. From Albania to Yugoslavia there are many desirable items (see photos). This can easily become
an addition to a dealer’s stock or an upgrade for the Eastern Europe collector. Worth a good look.
S.B. 1500.00
439 / A valuable and attractive 19th century collection mounted on ten quality homemade pages. Over 2/3rd of the value is in Romania
with Bulgaria and Serbia each having scarcer items. A desirable lot that can help build a great collection.
S.B. 700.00
440 / Around a dozen or so folder, stockbook, and album collections of predominately Eastern Europe countries that go from the 1850s
through the 1980s. Thousands and thousands of stamps with Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Albania, best.
Fills two of our largest cartons. Easily marketable as stand alone units.
S.B. 450.00
Europe
441 /

Europe group in 102 size cards housed in 38 counterbooks. Comprised of many different Eastern and Western nations sorted in Scott
order. Two large cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Inspection necessary.
Some surprises to be found. From a smoker’s stamp room which indicates that a little Febreze will be needed to make it smell totally
fresh again.
S.B. 700.00
442 / Bountiful Philatelic Fun Awaiting. Five-part assemblage of Germany (1868-1949) and Russia, (1944 to 1994). The Russian collection is comprised of two Mystic albums with hundreds stamps mounted or hinged in place and one tub of Mystic-packed year sets.
Should yield an almost complete collection, 1944-1994. The German collection consists of a specialty album with spotty coverage,
focused on German Empire, Weimar Republic, and Third Reich, and a pizza box of intermediate or better material. Somewhat disorganized offering with obvious potential. View the photos for an introduction to this lot.
S.B. 600.00
443 / A few dozen or so folder, stockbook, and album collections of predominately European countries that go from the 1850s through
the 1980s. Thousands and thousands of stamps with Belgium, France and Colonies, Spain, Norway, and Denmark, best. Fills four of
our largest cartons. Easily marketable as stand alone units.
S.B. 600.00
444 / A collage of old and new, East and West (mostly East) mainly 20th century mint and used issues nested in an assortment of old
collections in various forms of being remaindered or built up. A wide variety of counties scattered around to be married up into some
semblance of order. Condition a little mixed. A great winter long project waiting for the energetic collector looking to broaden their
philatelic experience.
S.B. 600.00
445 // Four cartons of Europe from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as much packaging as we could leaving only the useable pieces. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, plate blocks, sheets, minisheets, etc. Best country groups are
Russia, Liechtenstein, and GDR. Seems to stretch from around 1985 through the early part of 2003. No way any sort of complete run.
Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock.
S.B. 500.00
446 / A few dozen albums or stockbooks. All are either picked over or starter types. Many thousands of stamps for your sorting pleasure.
Spotted some mid range value issues from France, Netherlands, Switzerland, Portugal, etc.. For those who enjoy the sorting there is an
added bonus as the stockbooks were shipped on their sides so there are many stamps that will find their way the bottom of the boxes.
Good profit potential for someone willing to put in the time.
S.B. 450.00
447 / A dealer’s stock falling into three main groups, Russia, Vatican City and Germany. Russia includes sets, some better catalog value
items like #18 and C10-11. The Vatican City stock has many interesting items including Apostolic letters with first day cancellations,
early air mails (#C1-8, C9-15 and C22-23) and many complete sets. The German stock has sets, and some scarcer items. There is a
small accumulation of Austrian stamps to complete this group. Owners catalog value is $7200. This stock can be easily incorporated
into a dealer’s stock. Well worth checking out.
S.B. 400.00
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448

/

449

/

Tiny hand selected group of six mostly 19th century singles and 1 20th century set. Few with APS certificates. Condition is mixed,
very high catalog value offered at a reasonable price.
S.B. 325.00
An interesting accumulation of a few thousand arranged mostly on stockpages. Becoming a bit disheveled, which makes it more
intriguing. Most of the value is in Germany and areas. Notably Shield issues, Danzig, Saar, Memel and plebiscites. Pickings throughout
and worth viewing.
S.B. 300.00

Latin America
450 / Very attractive and useful high-end portion of a dealer’s stock with little duplication. The highlights are Argentina #7 and C23,
Bolivia C18, a Brazil specimen set J28-J40, Columbia 331A (Inverted), 435, 436, C1, C5, C8 and Costa Rica C94-C102. Most other
countries are represented with Mexico having a number of scarcer items, #4, 9, 71, 82, 255 and 284. There is also a group of Canal Zone
stamps with #1, 46, 48, 53, 54, 66 and 81 being among the best. A great lot for the internet or show dealer.
S.B. 2200.00
451 / A mish mash of several thousand on stackpages and mounted on various types of album pages. Spotted Brazil, Honduras, Venezuela,
Uruguay and more. Runs from the classics to modern but most of the interest will be in the earlier period. Great lot to sort through.
S.B. 650.00
Middle East
452 / The high-end portion of a dealer’s stock of many countries including; Chad, Dahomey, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Turkey, Jordan and a
significant amount of Israel. This is clean material with almost no duplication. The Israel stamps of greater value are #8 with tab, 9, 34
with tab and 55 with tabs. There are scarcer Egyptian items as well as others. This is a great lot for the internet or show dealer.
S.B. 1350.00
453 / Middle East mainly folder collection assortment from the early 1900s to the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having duplication. Includes Egypt, Gulf States (also Sand Dunes), Iran, French Arab etc.
A popular area good for integration into an existing worldwide collection or for resale on the internet.
S.B. 350.00
Scandinavia
454 / Entirely Denmark and Norway post 1940 to 2009 mint and used singles, sets, and a few souvenir sheets neatly arranged in three
thick stock books. Also includes some Back of the Book. Condition is mixed yet better than most encountered. A nice pair of new albums
would work wonders.
Cat. 7970.00
455 / A lovely group of Scandinavian stamps with scarcer items present. Denmark has a #15, C5 and an interesting #89 advertising label.
Greenland has a 25A and there are few Thule items. Iceland #85,103, 162, 164 and C4-8 are of interest as are Norway #1, 2, 7, 13A,
66 and B1-3. The selection ends with Sweden with #2 and 211 being among the best. If you collect this area we especially recommend
you inspect this lot.
S.B. 1600.00
456 / Mostly Iceland and Sweden, however, there are good beginner’s pages of Finland. The Sweden and Finland collections are from
the early 1930s to mid-1970s and are mounted on Scott specialty pages. There are six stock pages of Iceland with quality mint never
hinged sets and singles. Finally, there are a number of high value officials from Sweden. This whole group has very high catalog value
and deserves strong consideration.
S.B. 350.00
Western Europe
457 / A very good assortment of high-end dealer stock mostly from Greece and Switzerland. Some of the better Greek items are #3, 4
var. with certification, 3-6 Paris prints, 7, 8A and 14. Choice stamps among the Swiss selection are #8B, 31A, 34, 58, 86 and souvenir
sheet 226. There are other countries represented by better material such as San Marino and Monaco. This is a clean group of stamps
with almost no duplication. Any dealer would find this lot most worthwhile.
S.B. 2500.00
458 / Eight country collections and one stock set up for retail. The better ones are Germany, France, Portugal and Vatican. Each one on
it’s own are basically one of a kind type. Many good pickings or good to sell as they are at a percentage of the current retail. The ones
on the quadrille pages are of very superior quality. Most of the others are likable for the classics.
S.B. 1100.00
459

/

460

/

461



Liechtenstein (well over half the value) and Vatican a mint and used stock from the Gator Estate nested in 102 size red boxes. Not
many items with retail prices less than $5.00, running up to $25.00 to $30.00. All sets or key values with very little duplication of mainly
Fine or better condition. A pure separation from the herd type stock. A perfect turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 600.00
Assortment from Western Europe roughly from the 1860s to the 1980s. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having backup on stock or album pages. Contains Italy and States, Danish West Indies, Portugal
and colonies, Denmark, Sweden postmark holding, and Sweden booklets. Thoughtful consideration necessary.
S.B. 550.00
A lovely group of around three hundred booklets from France, Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, Norway and Finland. Only a few
duplicates. High face value total and VF throughout.
S.B. 325.00

GENERAL FOREGN BY COUNTRY COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
462



463

/
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A very nice Aden and Abu Dhabi collection beautifully presented that require a few stamps for completion. Some of the better
Abu Dhabi sets are #1-11, 15-25, 56-67 and 81-83. Aden also has early set of value such as 16-27 and 48-61. Kathiri State of Seiyun
and the Quaiti State of Shihr and Mukalla are also included. This is a beautiful collection needing a little work to achieve completion.
S.B. 400.00
Very neat stock of African countries organized in manila envelopes. There is also some topicals (butterflies, reptiles, etc.) and a little
U.S. Take a good look. This is a comprehensive assortment for the collector of Africa.
S.B. 325.00
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Albania
464

465



An excellent Albania collection with many desirable stamps. It begins in 1913 and continues through 1949. The early issues are well
represented and has many back of the book items. Needs careful examination to find all the best stamps.
S.B. 600.00
A rather better Albania collection ending in 1947 with many of the earlier issues. Close inspection of the earlier items is recommended. There is some back of the book and a nice group of Austrian and Italian issues “used in Albania”. Certainly, worth a very
serious and careful look.
S.B. 600.00

Australia Area and States
466 / New South Wales assortment of around one hundred mint and used stamps having some duplication on stock pages. Owner’s
catalog value should only be used as a guide. Super for checking for varieties or cancellations.
S.B. 250.00
467

/

468



469

/

470

/

A better Victoria stock than normally encountered with many good items. There are many stamps from the 1850 to 1860 time
period. Beside the stock pages there are many glassines with numeral cancels, Victoria cancels, postal stationary cut squares, revenues
and officials perfins. This is a great lot for a dealer and also for the specialist. Condition is mixed and careful inspection is suggested.
S.B. 1100.00
A few thousand Australian States stamps nicely sorted in glassines with many better throughout and it has a huge catalog total. This
is a great lot to search for cancellations and varieties and can bring your collection to the next level. A fine opportunity for the specialist
or wannabe.
S.B. 2100.00
A very good Australian States accumulation of stamps. Some of the better items are New South Wales #2c, 9, 17, 28a, South Australia #1 and 3, Tasmania #19, Victoria #1, 3, 120, 206, 208, F1 and 2 and Western Australia #1 and 16. A “meaty” group for dealer or
collector.
S.B. 800.00
Australian States and Australia collection/assortment from the 1860s to the 1970s in one carton. Entails three binders of used
stamps, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards from South Australia having square cancellations by towns. Also involves
one binder of the remaining Australian States and another binder of Australia RPO stamps and covers. Hundreds and hundreds of used
stamps having enjoyable backup greet the viewer.
S.B. 350.00

Austria, Austria and Offices
471 / A massive Austria accumulation of several thousand mint and used sorted and unsorted by Scott number. A specialist’s dream
for searching for cancels, types, etc with many better scattered about. Hours, days, months of philatelic fun.
S.B. 900.00
472 / An excellent holding of Austria and Offices important stamps including occupation stamps, offices abroad and Lombardy-Venetia.
Some of the better items are #1, 1A, 123 Imperf Pair, 127 NH, 426, B87-92, P5, and 7c. A nice lot with many delightful stamps. Close
inspection is suggested.
S.B. 1600.00
Belgium, Belgian Congo, and area
473 / A nice collection of early Belgium stamps that present an assortment of interesting cancellations. There are twelve pages devoted to
various cancels such as, barred numerals, numerals with dots and double circle. A fine opportunity for the Belgium specialist or wannabe.
S.B. 650.00
474 / A comprehensive assortment of Belgium and Belgian Congo including many scarcer items. Noteworthy in the Belgian Congo are
used #12 and 29 and in Belgium are used #1, 2, 9, 121, and in mint #90, 121 and B150. There are also very clean mint sets and singles.
These present a fine opportunity for the ebayer, dealer or collector. This group has many desirable items.
S.B. 1000.00
475 / A highly delightful Belgian Congo selection that has some of the more difficult to acquire items. It is a clean group with some duplication. The previous owner was careful in choosing stamps with clear cancellations. This collection is well worth the time to view.
S.B. 900.00
476 / A very attractive mostly mint Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi collection with some duplication in a Lighthouse album. The
early part of the collection has some scarcer items. A very nice collection that is asking to be completed.
S.B. 950.00
477

/

A fascinating Bosnia and Herzegovenia holding mounted on pages, in glassines and on stockcards. Needs to be combed through by
a specialist for desirable imperfs, perf varieties, overprint varieties, shades, cancels etc.. Not to be missed.
S.B. 450.00

478

/

Old time Bulgaria collection in an old Schaubeks album that continues to 1972. The strength of this collection is in the early issues
especially #4, 10, 21B and 22. The mint stamps are fresh and most after 1940 are never hinged. A real opportunity to relocate these stamps
to a new album, tidy up the collection and continue to build upon what is there. It is time to take up a challenge.
S.B. 600.00

Canada, Canadian Provinces
479 / A solid mint and used stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the 19th and early to middle 20th century. Mostly medium to
higher priced items throughout with very little duplication. Condition is mixed yet better than normally encounter in a working stock.
Take serious time viewing this group.
S.B. 2100.00
480 // Fantastic Canada collection from 1868 to 2001 in two cartons. The core collection is in three Scott Specialty albums and slipcases
having hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also have some used in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklet
panes, and booklets. Highlights includes mint Jubilees from #50 to 61. Also includes several pages of interesting Queen Victoria used
stamps including three cents Jubilees that were saved for their cancellations. Likewise involves two books of interesting unused postal
stationery and stamp extras in a binder and a stockbook. Plenty of postage to count making this a must-see lot.
S.B. 1400.00
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481 // Expert cancel collector’s hoard of Canada stamps, covers and cards in 34 binders on heavy plastic pages filling six heavy cartons.
The previous owner had a variety of interests and everything that made it to these albums was saved for a reason. Almost everything
in this group is post 1870. Somewhere near 10.000 pieces that include stamps, picture postcards, postal stationery and covers. Topics
include: Modern postal history embracing rates, destinations, and usages. But different type of cancels are his forte. Squared Circle and
Barred Circle cancels are dominant themes in his research. Covers, picture post cards, and postal stationery all play prominent roles
with many surprises to be seen. All the knowledge necessary to amass such a holding should not be lost, so offered intact as received.
Another bargain at the suggested bid.
S.B. 1400.00
482 / A beautiful clean collection in a Unity album. Although the condition is mixed there are some very nice items. This collection is
augmented with blocks and booklet panes of many of the earlier stamps (1910s-1940s). This is a terrific opportunity for the Canada
collector.
Cat. 14,000.00
483 / Canada collections/accumulation in three cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having enjoyable backup
in binders, stockbooks, folders, and glassines mostly from the 1870s to the 1990s. An advantageous holding worth viewing.
S.B. 650.00
484 / A five volume pedestrian Canada 1852//2010 collection housed in like brand new Davo hingeless albums plus slip cases. The
early issues are all used, then turns mixed mint and used in the early 20th century, then all mint in the 1940’s. There is about $450.00
face not included in the catalog value that has been thrown in for a bonus. Great opportunity to build a top notch collection.
Cat. 3250.00
485



Complete run of Canadian duck stamps from the first issue to 2014 less the 2009 souvenir sheet. All VF.

Unitrade 597.00

486

/

487

/

488

/

489

/

A wonderful truly advanced Canada and Provinces collection that is beautifully presented. This collection is mostly mint, and the
condition is better than average. Newfoundland is well represented with many scarcer items. This is a terrific opportunity for the collector of Canada and Newfoundland.
S.B. 3250.00
A four volume Canada and Provinces later 19th century to mid 20th century collection/accumulation. Mixture of mint and used
with a few sets in the collection. The accumulation is also a mixture of mint and used with some duplication and an occasional higher
value piece scattered about. Condition is very mixed so due diligence is suggested.
S.B. 600.00
Starting with British Columbia and Vancouver Island and concluding with Prince Edward Island this collection merits close
inspection. Its strength is in Newfoundland with select items that are of quality (see photos). This is a lovely lot to build upon.
S.B. 900.00
A Canadian Provinces petite mint and used stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the 19th and early to middle 20th century
with a nice selection of Provincial revenues. Mostly medium to higher priced items throughout with very little duplication. Condition
is mixed yet better than normally encounter in a working stock. Easy group to add to a collection or a working stock.
S.B. 800.00

490



A highly specialized Cape of Good Hope collection of seventy imperforated stamps by various printers and on different papers. Some
these also have different shades to add to your investigation. The condition is mixed. This lot is truly for the specialist and deserves a
close look.
S.B. 2400.00

491

/

Mostly used Ceylon collection of 37 items up to 1867 mounted on two attractive homemade pages. All fresh Fine copies.
S.B. 400.00

China
492 // Eight cartons full of everything China from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as much packaging as
we could leaving only the useable pieces. Over 90% PRC. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, plate blocks, sheets, minisheets,
and anything else their Philatelic agency in the US was selling. High catalog. Lots of Mint NH. Complex and beautiful. Seems to stretch
from around 1985 through the early part of 2006. Not necessarily a complete run. Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock.
S.B. 1800.00
493 / China selection purchased as new issues mostly from the 1990s to 2011 in eight cartons. Consists of ROC and PRC in original mint
books existing in four cartons and two cartons of issues in plastic sleeves by the year as purchased. Happy duplication will put a smile
on your face. Coming along for the right in two cartons are thousands of miscellaneous worldwide stamps mainly from the 1930s to
1980s in glassines and similar holders having plenty of backup. Enjoy the China and sell the rest.
S.B. 600.00
494

/

495

/

496

/

497
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A carton of all things China, Imperial, ROC, and PRC. Contains a couple collector made collections, glassines of stamps and souvenir sheets, stock pages where Buddha only knows what will be found, a bunch of mundane covers, and more. An exciting treasure
hunt for any Sinophile.
S.B. 400.00
China selection of roughly 500 mixed and used stamps in full, partials sets, and singles on stock pages. Consists of one page of mint
(toned gum, some separation) Imperial China in blocks of four or six and the remaindering are mostly PRC appearing to be from 1949
to the 1960s including reprints. Terrific for filling the holes in your collection.
S.B. 400.00
A dinky stock from the Gator Estate of Imperial, Republic, Peoples’ Republic, and Treaty ports. Mostly mint medium values and
sets. Fairly clean and ready to go.
S.B. 375.00
Small but very interesting China group. Highlights include: just over 40 Treaty Port stamps, a used China #471 souvenir sheet
(Chengtu cancel), two hand back sheets from the Chengtu post office with imprint pairs of overprinted stamps, and four PRC revenue
documents circa 1949-1950. Everything included has webphotos. Very unusual.
S.B. 325.00
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498 // One carton of PRC gleaned from the North Shore New Issue hoard. Offered as gathered. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, set announcements, plate blocks, sheets, minisheets, and anything else their Philatelic agency was selling or could be picked up on
business trips to China. Seems to stretch from around 1949 through the early part of 1984. No way a complete run as 25 singles have
been removed to our Sunday session. Huge catalog with values to a couple hundred dollars each. Dozens and dozens of $50 items.
Multiples. Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock. Examine the extensive webphotos.
S.B. 1500.00
499

Two Peoples Republic of China souvenir books in original boxes from Shanghai. Each on has identical contents of over twenty
different sets from the early 1970’s. the covers appear to be made of silk, are similar and are different colors.
S.B. 600.00
500

People’s Republic of China of mint presentation books from 1987 to 2010 (missing 2003). Complete with large souvenir sheets etc.
Also involves two each 2000 Spring Festival and 2004 Deng Xiaoping which incudes all PRC and Hong Kong issues. Call for shipping
quote.
S.B. 220.00
501

Colombia “Scadta” selection in a binder and counter book from the Gator Estate. Around 250 mint and used stamps having joyful
backup. Identified, cataloged, and priced for sale by the owner. Excdellent opportunity for searching for cancellations. Ready to sell at
a percentage. An unusual offering not often encountered in this quantity.
S.B. 350.00
502 // A largely complete Cook Islands collection of a few thousand in mounts with issues up to 2005 in five very clean Lighthouse albums.
Quite often it’s duplicated mint and used along with an occasional cover. Much of the mint is NH and all is F-VF or better. A beautiful
collection.
S.B. 1800.00
/

Cuba
503


A massive investment holding in 32 sales card boxes. Mostly modern very clean sets in low to sensible wholesale quantities. Owner’s
stated catalog of $76,700 (not verified yet appears accurate). Great lot for someone list either by mail or electronically. S.B. 6000.00
504 //FD A better stock than normally encountered. Examples of its depth are #3328-34 on FDC’s x 31, 3328-34 mint never hinged x53 and
seven stockbooks with mint never hinged sets and souvenir sheets in useful quantities for lists. Also included are used #2201/3466,
C292-297 in se-tenat strips of five. The owners catalog value is $17,218.05. A desirable holding in top condition, that is worth your
time to view.
S.B. 1100.00
505

Small investment holding of fairly modern Cuba singles and sets in sheets. Clean a neatly packaged ready for a new owner.
S.B. 375.00
506 //FD The balance of a consignment from the early Spanish administration to the Castro period. Most of this stock is post 1960 but there
is a small accumulation of early material in three old stock books. There are also six large 3 ring binders of first day covers, a small
metal file of dealer cards, a mint sheet file, two stockbooks of mint and used and nine counter books. Condition is mixed but attractive
sound stamps are present.
S.B. 375.00
507

/

508

/

509

/

Mounted Czechoslovakia collection of a few thousand different to the mid 1990’s on Minkus pages. Mixed mint and used to the early
1960’s, then all mint. Just plug in the music sheets and the better overprinted issues for a complete collection.
Cat. 3450.00
A serious Denmark assortment of mostly used 19th and 20th century singles arranged in a small stock book. Condition mixed.
Great lot for the specialist in search of cancels, plate flaws, etc.
Cat. 30,000.00
So, you couldn’t go to Tivoli this year, this Denmark collection will make up for it. A wide assortment from the beginning to 2013.
There are many better items including used #2, 34, B4, B5, mint # C1-3 and many others. Owners catalog on these stamps is $3500. It
is definitely worth your time to view it.
S.B. 250.00

France, Colonies and area
510

An entirely mint France collection of all complete sets neatly mounted on homemade pages. Starts in the late 1930’s and runs to the
late 1950’s missing only a few items for completeness.
Cat. 3480.00
511
/ A better France group than normally encountered. There are many early scarce stamps and many mint as well. Most of the scarce
ones have certifications. Some of the choice items are #1, 2, 9, 21, 32, 37, 45, 55A, 61,76, B38, C1 and C2. This is a nice group for the
specialist.
S.B. 2200.00
512 / Remaindered collection hinged on quadrilled pages with plenty of value still present. The pages are in random order with the stamps
mixed mint and used, sometimes both, with useful blocks or pairs of some better items. Highlights include (all mint) 246, 258-262
blocks, B27, B22x3, and 329 (stained in margin). Some slightly stuck or with minor faults but overall good condition. This lot will give
your France collection or stock a nice boost.
S.B. 550.00
513 / France collection from 1850 to 1970 in a Scott Specialty album. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles. Owner’s high catalog value should be used only as a guide. Includes some fascinating BOB. A rudimentary
collection worth your consideration.
S.B. 200.00
514

/

515

/

France and Colonies Bonanza. Two cartons of somewhat sorted and organized singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from the French-speaking world, nineteenth century to around 2000. Miscellaneous covers along for the ride. Not for the faint-hearted, but enormous potential
possible. Includes representation of all periods and all aspects of French philately. Features five albums/binders and over twenty-five
file folders of hinged or mounted material. Mint and used, in varying condition. Many surprises and enormous catalogue value. Will
require culling and remounting in order to form a strong intermediate-level France and areas collection. Duplication present, but can
be used for trading or resale. Start your adventure today!
S.B. 1200.00
A large holding of mostly France with a couple stock books of French colonies. There are two Lighthouse albums with stamps from
1960 to 1987 most of which are mint never hinged. There are three stock books of mint and hinged and a red box with 102 cards inside.
A very desirable holding worth a view.
S.B. 500.00
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516

A beautiful French Colonies selection of mostly mint stamps with scarcer items included. These would upgrade a colonies collector
collection or be a good addition to a dealer’s stock. Highly recommended.
S.B. 1600.00
517 / A mounted French Colonies collection of a few hundred different on Scott specialty pages to the 1970s. Syria is the best beginning with the French Mandate (1919) and continuing to the late 1950s. The Tahiti stamps should be inspected carefully to ascertain the
dubious ones. Finally, the Wallis and Futuna selection has some better sets and continues to 1979. This a useful collection waiting to
be built upon.
S.B. 650.00
518 / French Community collection from 1960 to the 1990s in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets including imperforate on albums pages in a binder or mismatched albums. Also involves French Offices in China on album pages in a folder.
S.B. 120.00
519

French Polynesia collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album from 1958 to 1985. Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets. Unfortunately, this collection was stored in a humid climate which resulted in many of the stamps reacting to this humidity with minor to light foxing and toning which is sprinkled throughout this album. Inspection recommended. Please see photos.
S.B. 300.00
Germany, German Area and States
520 / German States from the Gator Estate. Three-volume dealer’s stock of desirable, attractive singles from various German states. Includes items from Baden, Bavaria, Bremen, Brunswick, Hanover, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Prussia, Saxony, etc.
All stamps are mounted on sales pages, identified by Scott and/or Michel numbers, and priced; additional descriptive details are often
noted. Admirable condition overall, with almost no duplication. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Great
opportunity for specialists and dealers.
S.B. 1900.00
521 / An excellent German States collection beautifully presented with scarce items throughout. Many duplicates are included as are
related items. There are few items that are dubious. This is an excellent beginning for the German enthusiast.
S.B. 700.00
522 // Bavaria collection of a couple hundred mixed mint, used and CTO stamps on Scott Specialty pages. Mainly what one would expect,
but with surprises here and there such as: mint #88-91, used classic multiples, and a run of zusammendrucke. Also includes nearly fifty
covers mainly run of the mill. Enough here to please any collector.
S.B. 325.00
523 / A wonderful, truly advanced collection for the German State specialist. It is a clean group with duplication. Some highlights are
Baden #14 and 24, Bremen 1A, 4 and 11, Brunswick 3 and Hanover 7 to mention a few. Most of the states are represented and the
specialist will enjoy inspecting the lot. This is a lovely group to build upon.
S.B. 3750.00
524 / An advanced and highly specialized Germany collection augmented by some interesting items of the era. Attention should be
given to some of the scarce semi-postal souvenir sheets, Zusrammendrucke (booklet panes etc.) pioneer aviation labels, rocket labels,
promotional seals and stamps of early Germany. Included are stamps of the post war United States and British Zones including double
and inverted overprints. This is a great collection for the specialist.
S.B. 1700.00
525 / One man’s accumulation of Germany and Area Zusammendrucke pieces housed in stockbooks and stockpages filling a medium
sized carton. All eras represented, but as of yet mainly unsorted. Stretches through the Empire through modern Bundespost and Berlin. Huge variety. Enormous Michel catalog value. Includes: booklet panes, larger multiples, S and W pairs, triples, mint and used,
catalogued and not. As accumulated with all the higher values left intact. Knowledge is power here, so a long look by a specialist will
probably be well rewarded. The webphotos only scratch the surface of this better than most assemblage.
S.B. 1700.00
526 / A beautiful collection of 1872-1874 Germany mostly cancelled and during the time period. This small group will attract the specialist as well as the early Germany collector. All stamps are photographed. This is a super lot worthy of inspection.
S.B. 500.00
527 / All the Germany from a large East Coast consignment filling one carton. Highlights include: An intermediate Germany collection
on Master Global pages. A couple thousand stamps you would expect to find haphazardly mounted, two stockbooks of duplicates, a
few stockpages of “better” items, and best of all a small hoard of Nazi era revenues in large multiples. Inspection necessary as condition
varies.
S.B. 375.00
528

Germany “the inflation period” album in fake alligator skin binding from the Chicago “German American Press Association”
circa 1927-1931. Shows by use of stamps and a few documents the horrors of inflation in the post WWI period 1919-1924. Includes
lots of information, rates, etc. Remarkable condition.
S.B. 120.00
529 / A few dozen Germany and Area albums or stockbooks. All are either picked over or starter types, many with a lot of meat still on
the bones. Many thousands of stamps for your sorting pleasure. Spotted some mid range value issues from the 3rd Reich, immediate
post war, Bundesrepublic, DDR, etc.. For those who enjoy the sorting there is an added bonus as the stockbooks were shipped on their
sides so there are many stamps that will find their way the bottom of the boxes. Good profit potential for someone willing to put in the
time.
S.B. 600.00
530 // Grab Bag Lot of Leftover Dreams. Two-carton accumulation of assorted philatelic items from Germany, Austria, and Romania,
nineteenth century to 1970’s. Roughly organized. Includes duplication of mint and used single stamps in envelopes, used on piece, FDC’s,
commercial covers, etc. Huge catalogue value, with many surprises. In search of the right owner to appreciate it.
S.B. 450.00
531 / Just the Best from the Gator Estate. Six-volume dealer’s stock of high-end singles and sets, nineteenth century to post-WWII era.
Loads of stamps to admire and drool over. All items are mounted on sales sheets, identified by Scott and/or Michel numbers, and priced;
additional descriptive details are often noted. Includes material from German Empire, WWI, Third Reich, WWII, Federal Republic,
German Democratic Republic, German colonies, etc. Some items have certificates or are signed by experts; others might require an
expert’s eye for full evaluation. View and enjoy.
S.B. 3250.00
532 / Seize the Day. Ten-piece treasure trove of Germany and areas, 1872-1999. Ready for a new owner and new direction. Includes
various phases and emphases of German philately, e.g., German Empire, Third Reich, Federal Republic, WWI and WWII Occupation,
German Democratic Republic, Saar, etc. Mounted on hingeless pages, housed in expensive, occasionally somewhat worn binders or
bound together with a rubber band. Numerous complete sets and elusive items, with many pages well-filled. Seductive opportunity to
start a new collecting venture at a high level. Offered reasonably. View the scans for an introduction to this lot.
S.B. 500.00
/
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533

/

No Nonsense German Collection. Neat, clean, serious collection of German area stamps, nineteenth century to 1960’s. Everything
is hinged onto Minkus specialty pages. Includes representation of German states and colonies, German Empire, Weimar Republic,
Third Reich, Occupation, and West Germany. Also contains a noteworthy section of East German stamps. Certain singles and sets will
require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. High total catalog value. Spend time examining this holding and bid aggressively.
S.B. 500.00
534 // Occupation of Germany Assemblage. Wow! Clean, organized, delectable holding of desirable post-WWI and post-WWII material
mounted onto Scott specialty pages. Includes stamps issued under Belgian occupation as well as A.M.G. issues, singles and sets issued
under French occupation, and various definitives and commemoratives issued for Berlin. Loaded with hundreds of stamps, and most
sections appear to be complete. Some items will require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See numerous scans for an introduction to
this lot.
S.B. 475.00
535 / This impressive group begins with Allenstein, missing only #18 but has additional partial sheets. The Danzig holding is extensive
and includes paper varieties, and other specialties. Heligoland and Marienwerder are also included with a couple better items. There is
a Memel group that has additional material of value. The Posen issue and the Poland Offices in Danzig have better items (see photos).
This group closes with Schleswig and Upper Silesia. It is an interesting assemblage that would interest the specialist and advanced
German collector or any one wanting to proceed in that direction.
S.B. 450.00
536 / No More Worries. At least not about the German Administration and/or Occupation section of your collection. Enviable holding
mounted onto Scott specialty pages. Many stamps and a high total catalog value. Includes strong representation of the German occupation of Belgium, Bohemia and Moravia, Slovakia, France, Poland, Serbia, etc. Some singles and sets will require an expert’s eye for
full evaluation. Enjoyable lot to view and even more pleasurable to own.
S.B. 450.00
537 / German States and Plebiscite Regions from the 1870s to the 1950s in a medium box. Comprises of hundreds mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles in two binders on album pages. Involves Danzig, Saar, Bavaria, Wurttemberg etc. Good basic
material offered to tempt you to start a new collecting area
S.B. 150.00
538 / A very clean attractive German Offices and Colonies collection in a Scott album. The colonies are in various degrees of completion and duplicates are present. Related items add to this area especially an Indian Expeditionary Forces, SG E1-E13 used in Occupied
German East Africa (see photo). This is a collection that is ideal to build upon.
S.B. 850.00
539 / Germany and Area collection in a clean old Schaubek Album. Strongest in Offices and Colonies with many large sized Kaiser Yachts.
Mixed condition. Enormous catalog. More stamps than usually found. Also includes all his duplicates and extras where varieties may
be found. Interesting, compact, valuable, and continuable. See the webphotos.
S.B. 850.00
540 / An excellent East Germany collection beautifully presented in two Scott albums. Some of the scarcer items are the souvenir sheets
#144a, 146a, B21a, B35a and #82-84. This collection is virtually complete and has a few covers that increase interest because their historical importance. Some of the early items have ‘Berlin’ cancellations. A desirable collection in tip top condition.
S.B. 750.00
541



A very nice attractive Gibraltar collection ending in 2003. The early years are complete up to #47 with some duplication. Most sets
are nearly complete, and this collection is in top condition and worth completing. Highly recommended.
S.B. 1900.00

542

/

Gibraltar Collection of several hundred mostly different to 1999 in a Palo album. Includes a good selection from the Victorian
period and all the Kings. It really picks up in the QEII’s, starting mint and used then all mint progressing to all mint NH. A lovely collection to build upon.
S.B. 375.00

Great Britain
543 / A most useful collector’s collection that needs continuation. It is mostly mint and very clean with many of the sets present. It also
includes the “A” and “B” colonies. A useful collection worthy of inspection.
Cat. 14,270.00
544 // Yours to Shape and Love. Two cartons of British area sophistication, with a few philatelic and commercial covers tossed in for fun.
Includes Great Britain and various colonies. Features (1) five albums of regular postage stamps and BOB, nineteenth and twentieth
centuries--some loaded, others with slim pickings; (2) one box of assorted mint singles and sets, twentieth century; and (3) a grouping
of file folders with miscellaneous album pages. High catalogue value, with some duplication. Not smelly, dirty, or damaged. Needs
knowledge and patience to sort, organize, and mount. Are you up to the task?
S.B. 500.00
545

/

A worthwhile Great Britain and Offices mint and used stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the 19th and early to middle
20th century. Some really nice items scattered throughout with very little duplication. Condition is mixed and worthy of serious consideration.
S.B. 1600.00
546 // Channel islands collection/accumulation in six Lighthouse binders on a mixture of hingeless pages for the stamps and quadrille
pages for the extensive covers. The covers are more complete than the stamps with Jersey being best followed by Faroe Islands, Isle
of Mann, Guernsey, and Isle of Wight. Ready for continuation.
S.B. 220.00
547

/

A very nice attractive Greece collection in Lighthouse albums beginning in 1862 and continuing to 1999. The collector chose
carefully and indicated catalog value of the stamps he needed. There are back of the book items including a few tax stamps. This is a
very desirable collection to build upon.
S.B. 190.00

548

/

Philatelic Parade Through Guatemalan History and Culture. Two-volume collection of Guatemala, 1870’s to 2001. Mounted on
quadrille pages and housed in luxury binders. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Features basic information about the holding’s
many singles and sets. Missing the more elusive stamps, but still loaded with intermediate or better material. Good catalogue value with
topical appeal. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See scans for additional information.
S.B. 550.00
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Hungary
/ Eight volume mainly mint Hungary collection (1878-2005) put together and stored in a Equatorial South American region. Humidity
and temperature have taken their toll on the albums with rampant foxing and toning popping up all over the place.. Most of the stamps
are unaffected, but light toning and foxing appear on 15% to 20% of the stamps often on their edges. High catalog, very mixed condition. Fairly complete with surprises here and there especially in the souvenir sheets. Was NH when put together, but glazed gum is
noticeable. Many of the 19th Century are used. Enough value for a savvy recycler to put her mark on.
S.B. 850.00
550 / A most useful collector’s collection ending in 1952. Number one through twelve are present as your first course. Many of the better
sets such as the Madonna and Child (415-417) and Madonna Patroness of Hungary (462-465) add to the early years. There are also a
couple souvenir sheets of interest, #486 and B202. Take a look at this lot because it is a desirable holding.
S.B. 650.00
549

India, India and States
551 / Mint and used India stock of many hundred housed in eighteen counterbooks. Begins with the 1854/1864 issues which have cancel
hunting possibilities then continues to the latter half of the 20th. Includes many sets, some duplicated, plus wholesale quantities of odd
values. A popular area worth inspection.
S.B. 500.00
552

Interesting cancel collection neatly mounted on 17 homemade pages. Great lot if your into India.
S.B. 325.00
553 // Impressive India and States accumulation from the 1880s to the 1980s in one carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint
and used stamp having pleasing backup in mainly stockbooks and on album pages. Includes a fascinating offering of documents from
various States. A specialist in this area should take some time to view.
S.B. 550.00
554 / A single India and States sales book mint and used stock from the Gator Estate with strength in the 19th and early to middle 20th
century. Mostly medium to higher priced items throughout with very little duplication and a few dubious. Condition is mixed yet better
than normally encounter in a working stock. Easy lot to filter into a working stock.
S.B. 300.00
555

/

A very clean, attractive and diverse group of Irish stamps, booklets, and other items including postal stationary containing some
duplication. It does have a few scarcer items (#96-98). This is a collection that wants to be built upon and is worth your time to view.
S.B. 350.00

Israel
556 // Totally out of this world Israel collection from 1948 to 2014 in two cartons. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full
sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets nicely arranged in nine White Ace albums and slipcases. Involves mostly a tab collection
having #7-9 with a certificate. Also includes many interesting varieties on album or stock pages. Coming along as a caboose is one
album containing Palestine Mandate and after selection. Probably one of the most complete and impressive Israeli collections that we
have handled. Do not let this one escape. You will very pleased.
S.B. 2500.00
557 // Twelve cartons of mismatched and overlapping collections, organized folders, and miscellaneous related groups. The album groups
run the gamut from fairly packed hingeless tab collections, through White Ace mounted collections, to hingeless single collections. Most
of the rare tabs are not there, but plety of forrunners, first day covers, and mint new issues make up the balance. Covers the period from
Palestine through 2003. Lots of NH with many in sets. Will fill out someone’s stock with probably ten album collections left over.
S.B. 1500.00
558 // Two cartons full of everything Israel from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as much packaging as
we could leaving only the useable pieces. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, plate blocks, sheets, minisheets, and anything else
their Philatelic agency was selling. Seems to stretch from around 1977 through the early part of 2004. Not necessarily a complete run.
Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock.
S.B. 400.00
Italy and Italian area
559 // Italian States Bonanza. Neat, clean, seductive assemblage of mint and used issues from various Italian states. Hinged or mounted on
quadrille or computer-generated pages. Includes material from Modena, Parma, Roman states, Sardinia, Sicily, and Tuscany. Stamps are
mint or used and occasionally on piece or cover. Huge total catalogue value. Delightful condition. Some items may require an expert’s
eye for a full evaluation. See scans for an introduction to this lot.
S.B. 1350.00
560 / Tuscany. Thirty copies of the Lion and Coat of Arms types. All hand selected for shade variations and quality. As cataloged as the
most common shades and as no gum if unused the total is over $23,000. Good lot for the specialist offered at a low percentage of catalog.
S.B. 900.00
561 / Mostly used 19th century Italy collection neatly mounted on ten attractive homemade pages. Condition a little mixed yet better than
normally encountered. Nice assortment of cancels, fresh and arresting assemblage.
S.B. 700.00
562 // Italy selection from the 1870s to the 1980s in four cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in albums
and stockbooks having backup. Includes ten “mas grande” Jefferson Stamp albums (Elbe) involving stamps and covers mainly from
1960 to 1980. Also includes a variety of albums from sparse to fairly populated. Highlights entails mint C48-49 (see photo). Likewise
encompasses an assortment of FDCs and Event covers sprinkled throughout. Inspection will be to your benefit.
S.B. 650.00
563 / Italy Collection of several hundred to the mid 1950’s with more used than mint. Strong Fascist and early postwar with many
complete sets. Especially helpful back of the book. Some duplication as the collector shingled these up throughout. Kind of messy in
appearance but lots of catalog value to be transferred to a new vessel.
S.B. 500.00
564

Neatly mounted Italy collection of over 120 different on homemade pages. All mint issues of occupied Italy during WW2. Very
clean.
S.B. 230.00
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565

/

A better group of Italy and Areas dealer’s stock with many high-end stamps and almost no duplication. Some of the Italian States
represented are Modena, Romagna, Roman States, Sardinia, Sicily and Tuscany. Beside Italy other areas are Offices in Scarpanto, Rhodes,
Trieste, Eritrea and Fiume. This is an interesting group with some dubious items. A close inspection is suggested.
S.B. 2400.00
Italy and Areas. Five collections set up for retail. All put together are mostly different stamps with many better values and sets. Adds
up to a huge catalog total worthy of selling as they are at a percentage of the current prices.
S.B. 500.00
Highly delightful Italian Areas collection of a couple thousand stamps and over a couple dozen covers. Attractively mounted and
annotated on pages that have gotten disheveled. The Aegean Islands, Fiume and the northern African areas are all well represented. Not
to be missed.
S.B. 900.00
Italian colonies and area collection from the 1930s to the 1950s in a Scott Specialty album. Comprises hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. A fascinating basic collection that will make the afficando of this area have a broad smile
on his face when viewing.
S.B. 300.00

566

/

567

/

568

/

569

/

570

/

571

/

Mostly high end Luxembourg (mint/used) stock set up for retail sale. There is almost no duplication and the better items are #1, 9,
10, 11, 12, 15, 24, 59, 272-277, 318-320, B65N, B101 blk and O23. Great value is to be mined from this useful assemblage.
S.B. 550.00

572

/

Monaco. A petite two page assortment of 19th century issues. All selected for freshness and the cancels.

A very attractive Japan collection in Lighthouse albums that ends in 2002. There is some duplication and many of the issues from
1980s on are blocks. Souvenir sheets are in abundance and many better souvenir sheets are present. The Prefecture Issue 1989-2002 is
followed by a small amount of back of book. This is a great lot worthy of inspection.
S.B. 3250.00
A plethora of Japanese stamps that need to be sorted and remounted. There are better items like the Mt. Fuji set (223-226), 442 and
479 (479 is both in mint and used). In addition to the stamps on album pages there are numerous sales cards. Although 95% of the lot
are Japanese stamps there are other European items included, with a significant beginning to a Fiume collection.
S.B. 325.00

Cat. 3240.00

Netherlands, Netherlands and Colonies
573

A highly specialized group of ‘Half Round Cancels’ that will draw the attention of Netherlands collectors. Arranged in alphabetical
order from Alkmar to Zwoelle there are over 250 items for your research. Also included are ten ‘Franco’ cancels. A desirable collection
for the Netherlands specialist.
S.B. 1350.00
574 / Netherlands and Colonies. This stock is set up for retail sale, however, the specialist may be very interested because of designer’s
signature on B108-112. This is a beautiful group with high value stamps included.
S.B. 650.00
575 / Netherlands and Area Mishmash. Accumulation of old album pages, loose stamps, a stockbook, file folders, and glassines. Nineteenth
century to 1980’s and beyond. Should yield an interesting collection once sorted, organized, and mounted in an appropriate album.
Many surprises and complete sets. High overall catalogue value. Reasonable duplication. Great late-winter or early-spring project with
pleasing potential.
S.B. 500.00
576 / Mostly used 19th century Netherlands Colonies collection neatly mounted on eleven attractive homemade pages. About 90% of
the value is in Netherland Indies. Condition a little mixed yet better than normally encountered. Nice selection of cancels, fresh and
striking assembly.
S.B. 270.00
577



578



A very nice mint New Caledonia collection on European type pages. This is a high quality group with many sets, back of the book
items and souvenir pages. This desirable collection is awaiting completion and a first-class album.
Cat. 2730.00
A better New Caledonia collection than what is normally encountered that is almost completely mint. In addition to the single
stamps there are blocks, plate blocks, proof blocks (imperforated), color variation blocks and a sunken die proof #598. This is a very
clean collection with some duplication that can be developed into a specialist’s holding.
S.B. 2000.00

579

/

Mostly used 19th century New Zealand collection, all fresh neatly mounted copies on four attractive homemade pages. S.B. 900.00

580 // Palestine Mandate selection from 1918 to 1944 in a White Ace binder and slipcase. Consists of over mainly forty commercial covers,
some postal stationery, and postcards having some impressive WW I censored covers. Also contains around 300 mint and used stamps
having joyful backup. Includes singles, blocks of four, six, eight etc. and several sheets containing several color and position varsities.
A specialist in this area will appreciate this holding. Do not let it slip away.
S.B. 1000.00
581

/

A very nice clean Panama collection in three Lighthouse albums ending in 2001. There are some desirable items in the early years
and the registry stamps in back-of -the-book have a strong presence. A good amount of duplication exists This is a good collection for
someone to build upon.
S.B. 1050.00

582

/

A very attractive Papua New Guinea collection with many desirable items. There are blocks of many issues and duplication throughout, including a few of the scarcer items. This is an especially clean collection that wants to be built upon.
S.B. 1200.00

583

/

Unusual Paraguay selection mainly from the 1870s to the 1970s in one carton. The value is in the binder and stockbook containing
hundreds of mint and used stamps having enjoyable backup. Also includes remaindered album pages that make this an interesting lot
to check out. Now is the time to possibly start or expand to a new country.
S.B. 250.00
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584

/

Dignified and Fun Peruvian Consignment. Three-volume collection of Peru, 1850’s to 2002. Mounted on quadrille pages and housed
in luxury binders. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Features basic information about the holding’s many singles and sets.
Missing the more elusive stamps, but still loaded with intermediate or better material. Plenty of topical appeal. Rare opportunity to
acquire a comprehensive holding of this underappreciated country. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. See
scans for additional information.
S.B. 1800.00

585

/

586

/

A better Poland collection than normally encountered starting in 1860 and continuing to 1993. Some of the better singles and
sets are #1, 27-37, 27a and 29a, 56, 57, 59 and B29. There are souvenir sheets throughout including 251. Many of the later issues are
mounted as blocks. The back of the book is very interesting since it includes the Polish Corps, Offices in Danzig and the Turkish Empire, stamps of Kalize, Skierniewice, Zarki and Tarnow. This collection presents a fine opportunity for the specialist or wannabe.
S.B. 2400.00
Mint and used Poland collection of a couple thousand to 2000. Loads of complete sets and a scattering of better throughout. Transferring to a new albums will produce a start to a top notch collection.
S.B. 300.00

587

/

Seize the Day! Exemplary seven-volume Portugal collection of mint and used singles and sets, 1853-2003. Also includes representation of Portugal-Azores and Portugal-Madeira. Condition, completeness, and presentation are memorable. All stamps and souvenir
sheets are mounted on quadrilled pages and identified by Scott catalog numbers; when appropriate, historical and philatelic information
is provided. Pages show no wear, and all binders are like-new. Some material is present both in mint and used versions. Missing only the
most elusive items and a few modern or contemporary singles or sets. Extremely high catalog value. Ready for the right individual—a
lover of Portugal and its contributions to history and culture and an elitist in matters of philately—to assume the role of new owner and
caretaker. View the many scans and convince yourself of this collection’s desirability.
S.B. 13,500.00

588

/

A better group of Portugal and Coloines stamps including a few more difficult items such as a used #49 and a mint #721-726. This
is a clean group in top condition and worth your inspection.
S.B. 475.00

589

/

590

/

A beautiful fresh old-time Romania collection with many items having strong catalog value. There is strength in the early issues as
well as the early semi-postal. There are some souvenir sheets of greater value such as B40 and C71. This is a lovely lot to build upon.
S.B. 500.00
An attractive Saar collection that needs a little work at the beginning (1920). The majority of the stamps are mint but there is some
better cancelled material as well as mint gutter pairs. Close inspection is required because some dubious items may be present. This is
a very attractive collection.
S.B. 650.00

591

/

A better Salavador collection than normally encountered. It is very strong in the early years and in officials. Many of the overprints
are present, so a close inspection is required. This collection, though not complete, has many souvenir sheets and ends in 1999. Here is
a fine opportunity for the specialist or wannaby.
S.B. 1200.00

592



A very nice attractive Senegal collection with many strips of three and blocks throughout. The collection begins with #1 and
continues to 1988 with much duplication. This is a very fresh, clean collection that has very good representation in the early years and
souvenir sheets are included in the later years. Good opportunity for high retail profits.
S.B. 1900.00

593 // Two cartons full of everything Singapore from the North Shore New Issue hoard. We have diligently removed as much packaging
as we could leaving only the useable pieces. Includes: FDCs, year sets, special folders, plate blocks, sheets, minisheets, and anything
else their Philatelic agency was selling. Seems to stretch from around 1985 through the early part of 2003. Not necessarily a complete
run. Clean, unsorted, ready to be worked up into stock.
S.B. 325.00
594

/

A better Somali Coast collection in a Lighthouse album. This collector took care to mount exceptional stamps in the album that gives
a sharp clean appearance. Although not complete it is a lovely collection that must be seen to be appreciated.
S.B. 950.00

595

/

A wonderful South West Africa collection in a Lighthouse album. There is duplication, however, these are desirable, mostly mint
stamps in top condition. This collection is calling out for completion.
S.B. 700.00

Spain, Spain and Colonies
596 / Neat-as-a-Pin Spanish Fiesta. Four-volume collection of Spain, 1850’s to 1994. No colonies, but some assorted local overprints.
Mounted on quadrille pages and housed in luxury binders. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Features basic information about
the holding’s thousands of singles and sets. Missing the more elusive stamps, but still chock-full of desirable classic and contemporary
material. Easy to view, easy to fall in love with, and easy to bid on. See scans for additional information.
S.B. 1500.00
597 // A rather better group of Spanish Civil War Local stamps representing all factions; Royalists, Republicans, Fascists and Communists.
Many of these were bona-fide postage stamps used on covers and others were for propaganda purposes or charity. There are over 400
stamps, 20 souvenir sheets and 22 mostly postally used covers. This is a nice collection that needs remounting and is of considerable
interest for the specialist or wannabe.
S.B. 475.00
598 / Spain assortment in stockbooks and one album pages roughly from the 1870s to the 1980s in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having useable backup. Super for filling those holes in your Spanish collection and then recycling
the rest.
S.B. 150.00
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599

/

600

/

601

/

A beautiful clean Straits Settlements collection having many of the more difficult items. There are many high denominations and some
duplication exists. This is an opportunity for the collector of the British Colonies. A lovely lot to build upon.
S.B. 2200.00

602

/

A very nice clean Sudan collection in a Lighthouse album. It ends in 1975 but some later material (1991) is present in blocks. There
are some better items and this collection needs to be seen to be appreciated.
S.B. 325.00

603

/

Sweden assortment mainly on album pages from the 1880s to the 1980s in one small box. Hundreds of mint and used stamps having
useful backup for searching for holes in your collection or cancels. Offered to tempt you.
S.B. 150.00

604

/

An impressive Switzerland assortment of better mint and used, 19th and 20th century singles, set, and souvenir sheets neatly arranged in a small stock book. Condition is mixed. Lots of catalog offered at today’s market value.
Cat. 20,200.00

Turkey
605 /

A rather better Spain and Colonies collection in three Lighthouse albums. There are some better sets in Andorra, Fernando Po
Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco and Ifni. This collection is certainly worth viewing because it would be wonderful to build upon.
S.B. 1000.00
An exceptional assortment of Spain and Colonies stamps with those of greater value being #9, 13, 40, 42, B122 (imperf) and CB6.
This is a very interesting selection for the collector or dealer. It is truly worth viewing.
S.B. 900.00

An old-time collection that has strength in the early years with some interesting duplication and continues on to 1973. This collection has many back-of-the-book items and concludes with Hatay. This is a very good beginner collection that wants to be built upon.
S.B. 650.00
Collection of several hundred different in mounts or mounted on a variety of pages with issues to the late 1960’s. Many better values
and sets with the early parts mixed mint and used and later all mint sets. A solid effort.
S.B. 400.00
Classic Turkey and Eastern Rumelia assortment in a pizza size box. Hundreds of used stamps on stock pages having backup. If you
can read this language searching for varieties might be rewarding. Eastern Rumelia needs inspection for dubious.
S.B. 100.00

606

/

607



608

/

A beautiful fresh old-time Uruguay collection in Lighthouse albums ending in 2002. The beginning is lacking a few stamps but
does have some of the scarcer items. Starting in 1866 most issues are present. Many of the later issues are mounted as blocks of four
and souvenir sheets are included. The back-of-the-book is well populated and includes some of the more difficult to find air mails. This
is an ideal collection to build upon.
S.B. 1050.00

609

/

Venezuela post office new issues 1979-1994 saved in two stockbooks and a large plastic bag. Stored near the equator for all these years
under extreme conditions. Minor to sever foxing and toning hamper the condition. The stockbooks have suffered irreparable damage
from sulfur toning which has spread to some the stamps. Intrepid recyclers may have an advantage, for we hear that some of this is
reparable. Huge face outlay especially in the large mini sheets of the period present in duplication. Huge aggregate catalog value. A
long look is necessary to determine if this is worth your trouble.
S.B. 425.00

END OF FIRST SESSION
SECOND SESSION FEBRUARY 23, 2020 9:00 AM
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
2. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected by the
buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots together
into a new lot.
3. All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest bid.
Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or resale of
the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the bidding and
reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith. “Buy” bids are
only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer who fails to accept
these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
4. Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $500.00 are
respectfully declined.
5. Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers
of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale Stamp
Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their purchases.
Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot is knocked
down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in arrears. In the
event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to re-offer
the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
6. If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared
in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
7. Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
8. All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method which provides a tracking number and requiring a signature
upon delivery. Domestic shipments will be made by certified mail, registered mail, Fed-Ex Ground or Fed-Ex Express. Buyers of large lots
without street addresses will be charged an additional $5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by priority mail (purchases up to $400), USPS Express Mail (purchases under $2,500) and/or Fed-Ex services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International
buyers are responsible for any customs or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or
costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
9. A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court costs,
and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All parties agree
that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County, Illinois for any
suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all matters and not as a
venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in the State of Illinois.
The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
10. A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on
file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
11. All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be subject
to re-certification.
12. The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
a) The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
b) The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
c) If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
d) Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extension.
e) If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction date,
then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally
cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider the purchase
final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request for additional
time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed closed and final
by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund from the Buyer or
Rasdale Stamp Company.
f) Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition
and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to exceed
$50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the same
condition as when purchased.
g) No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
13. A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company within
21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains 10 or more
stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by the buyer or the
buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All disputed lots must
be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under any circumstances.
14. Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent
PAGE 36 receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and
the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp Company.
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